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PRICE 4 C E N T «

S H O T SH ELLS
Arrow and Nitro Club
Steel Lined Speed Shells
Scientific tests show that Remington-UMC A rrow and Nitio
Club Steel Lined Speed Shells are the fastest shells in the world.
The iteel lining grips the pow der—puts every ou nce of the
explosive force into a straightaway drive. No loss from shell
expansion.
.
^ You take a shorter lead on the fast birds, get m ore o f them.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

C enter o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing

Like many other shooting refinements, this steellining\a an exclusive RemInsrton-UMC
feature,
found only
in Rcmmgton-UMC
Arra
.
,,
M
--- ------------ ------- -------- “‘A
rrow " and "Nitio
Club —the •tee I lined speed shells.
__ _
i
l-or all around field shooting, get Rnmnstton-UMC "N ew Club” —the "Old
Reliable Black Powder Shells.
G o to the dealer who shows the Red Ball Mark of Remington-UMC—the
sign of Sportsmen's Headquarters. He sells them.
T o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem Oil. the Beer
powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun lubricant‘
REM IN GTON A R M S-U N IO N METALLIC C A R T R ID G E COt
299 Broadway
New York

GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for B o ok let that will tell You all about it.

R A N G E LE Y LAKES H OTEL C O ., Rangeley, Maine

B A L D M O U N T A IN C A M P S B»ld M aMountain
in e
LAKEW OOD GAMPS,

Bald M ountain Camps are situated at the foot o f Bald M ountain o n Mooselookmeruntic L ake. Nearthe best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
road to cam ps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily—W rite fo r free cireular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine

BEFORE SATURDAY

One o f the best all around fishing and hunting cam ps in the R angeleys. Laka
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. The five m ile river affords the bpst r f
fly-fishing. Cam ps w ith or without bath room. F or particulars write for free circular to

v

♦
G R A N T ’S CAM PS,
H E N N E B A G O , MAINE.
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes,
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. L og cabins with
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

GET A HUSTLE ON

£ \ id d le d a m , M a i n e
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Capt. E. F. COBURN, Mi^dkdam, Maine.
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and Mr. Byron has to
25 YEARS AGO
interests of the town
AND NOW selectman-

*

<

£

Every Purchaser of 12 Cakes of

look after the1
as he is first|

Queen Regent Soap Gets
200,000 Votes.

; If the Grange hopes to win in the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Toothaker contest they must get busy for the
In the following items taken from 0f Auburn are visiting in Phillips.
next two days> The contest closes Authe Phillips Phonograph of 25 years ago
Mrs. Toothaker still resides with gust 8. They are working hard in oth
we are also giving information in re her daughter, Mrs. Henry
BLAKESLEE LAKE G A M P S
Oakes er sections and putting money into the
gard to the persons mentioned, at the since the death of her husband sev- work.
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
present time. Trie first item will be 25 eral years ago. She is in very
If every member of the Grange would
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to’4
years ago, and the second the present poor health. Her many friends in invest in Park and Pollard feed, the
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
time.
Phillips have missed her visit for Daisy brand goods, etc , the votes
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
the past few years and sincerely would accumulate fast. These goods
George Willard Wood, Ph. D. of Lew wish that she might regain her are nice to have on hand, as they are of
iston, has been elected professor of
excellent quality, and every member of
tH W W H W V W W W H W W W W V W W W U W
health.
Latin and Mathematics at Bates col
the Grange ought to be willing to lay
S E A S O N OF 1914
lege.
in a big stock.
The Phonograph is not mistaken.
Mr.
Wood
is
now
the
editor
and
pro
Preble has a stock on hand of the
Individual Camps, R ock Fire-places. F ly and Bait Fishing. L ak e and Stream Fish
prietor of the Lewiston Daily Sun. He The prospects for the Phillips & Queen Regent soap which counts big,
ing for T rou t. T eleph one. D aily Mail. W rite for Booklet,
The as every 12 cakes bought gives 200,000
married Miss L. N. Brackett of this I Rangeley Railroad are good.
town. Mrs. Wood is very prominent in directors of the Sandy River Rail- votes. How easy it will be for every
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
several of the literary clubs, serving as road will meet Mr. Rich at Farm- woman in town to buy 12 cakes of this
president and program committee.
ington where arrangements which soap before Saturday. Telephone your
-----------! have been mentioned in the Phono- order in if you can’t come.
You want the Grange and Preble to
Ernest Butler is attending the Nor- |^raph will probablj be coi.it Ftod.
It
is
confidently
expected
by
those
win
but are you willing to do your
is
mal school at Farmington.
Mr. Butler is the son of Benj. Butler, who know best about it that work share towards it?
The boys are hustling with Merle
Phillips and brother of W. B. Butler. on the road will be begun this season
Smith
in the lead. Following is the
He taught school for several years, af
______ _
Istanding this week:
F o r fu rth er p a r tic u la r s w rite o r a d d r e s s
terward studying law and is now prac
1,340 925
Mr. Frank Russell will teach the M. Smith,
ticing in company with his brother, A.
L. E. B 0W L E Y ,
1,024 415
K. Butler in Skowhegan, and both afle Grammar school at Calais this next V. Whittemore,
786,250
j H. Field,
•
lawyers of ability.
year. “He is now in Waterville.
338,500
Mr. Russell has been a most sue- H. Leavitt,
86,975
Mr. J. H. Sherburne,, formerly of cessful teacher the past 5 years.
G. Thompson,
76,950
““ “
._
W. Boston,
iH U V .V U V W W W W W W V W H W V H lK W W W iW U W V W H W W W U U V Phillips,, now located at the Ponca'
22,650
Agency in Indian Territory, has sent
Cunnell will finish his course R. Wing,
B IL L Y S O U L E ’ S N EW C A M P S
4,085
N. U. Hinkley a sample ear of cornjin telegraphy at Winthrop.
A. Gould,
Horn« C am p. Ox R ow ;
Lake M illm airassett, Maine. Log Cabins
2,175
raised by the Indian girls.
It is; jqr Bunnell was empl°yed
Hie J- Sellinger,
Best o f F ly Fishing and Trolling fo r Large Trout. Salmon and Brook Trout.
very
large
and
full
and
lias
20
rows.
Maine
Central
Railroad
at
the
time1
---------Moose, D eer. IJear, Partridges and Duck.
Telegraph to Masardis,
Phone to Ox BowW rite to
Mr. Sherburne is now living in oi llig d.eatli and was station agent
Via Fort Kent Divisiou, Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
Yours Eternally,
Browning,. Montana but Mr. Hinkley at Leeds. He was a son of the late
B IL L Y
SOULE.
died several years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman H. Bunnell of
Formerly at Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic, Rangeley Lakes.
this town and brother of Abel Bun
Capt. J. E. Thompson, cashier of
nell now residing in Phillips.
the Phillips National Bank of Phil
lips, is one of Phillips’ old school
Mrs. R- M. Ellsworth hai gone to Xhe gtoddard House at Farmington
teachers and writing «masters. Pen
Great Falls, N. H.„ where she will caUght fire Wedesday afternoon, caused
manship was always one o f his spec
spend the winter with her aged Pa- from an explosion from a gas stove,
ialties and being himself a very
rents.
The damage was principally in the ell
smooth writer he always adfmires a
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth are both and Morton’s .Bakery located next to
This wonderful fishing' and vacation section is situated on a handsome, dashing style.
deceased.
j the notel was somewhat damaged.

Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine

Mountain View,

*

»

Maine.

i

STODDARD HOUSE

DAMAGED BY FIRE

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

high tableland in

— —
! The hotel is owned by J. W. Withee
Haley & Byron have been buy
Mr. Frem ont Scamman who has and wag insured. Mr. Milliken is proing cattle for out of town buyers.
purchased the W. M. Fellows stock prjetor of the hotel.
Postmaster Haley is more interest
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
of goods, has an announcement in
________________—
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring ed in the lumber business at the
Stuffed Cats Scare Birds',
water, snvigorating air; with the best o f accommodations at moderate prices, present time than in buying stock this w eek ’s Phonograph. He has a
new stock of school supplies;
also
^ novel method of scaring away
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those
a stock of miscellaneous articles to birds has been adopted by a Kentish
preferring this class of amusement.
be closed out at low prices.
(England) farmer. He has killed a
Mr Scamman was proprietor
of! number of cats, had them stuffed and
... *
„a
, placed them In various attitudes
» ___ _
------issues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will he furn and moths wanted for colleges. Highest prices paid. Outdoor this store for sc%ne time,, but is now| among
the branches of the fruit trees
work.
Get
complete
book
of
instructions
an
details.
summer
ished upon application to
residing on the Henry Butterfield in his orchard.
JAMBS SINCLAIR. Entamoiogwt. Dept. 9.
Send 2c
Los Angeles
farm the old home of his wife.
F. N. BEAL,
General Passenger Agent,
Phillips, Maine.
N O R T H -W E S T E R N M AINE

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BU TTERFLIES
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one of the shots were misplaced it
would spoil the effect. There are no
lines or marks of any kind to guide the
artist in making this picture.
With the aid of a mirror Bloice hits
targets behind him—but of course it
Twelve years old Bloice Bowen of La would be much nearer correct to leave
Junta, Col., is a crack rifle shot. Only out that word “ aid.” Mirror sighting
the other (fay Bpffalo Bill called him is about as difficult an accomplishment
the most wonderful boy marksman m as a .aney shooter can acquire. Our
the United States. Such praise does young marksman is expert not only
not mean that Bloice is a youngster who with stationary but with flying targets,
can shoot as well as a grown-up; it most of which he throws himself. In
means that he is a marksman whose such instances it is, of course, impossi
performances compare favorably with ble for him to regain his poise before
those of the most famous experts in firing. He puts several bullets through
a small tin can before it falls to the
the country.
ground, “ doubles” on small marbles in
Small in stature, he could easily pass
for a boy eight years old. One notices the air and, with a blind over the end
at once the keenness of his eyes, and of the rifle, breaks little clay spheres
his steady nerves ar partly the cause and pieces of coal. With this blind,
and partly the result of his work with which renders the sights useless, he
the rifle. Bloice began fancy shooting even hits rifle balls which he tosses up
about three years ago At that Time for targets. He covers his weapon
he was the proud possessor of an air with a leather case, so that only the
gun. His father, William Bowen, who trigger is visible, and breaks washers
is an enthusiastic and successful trap and discs, these also being tossed in
shooter, recognized his son’s interest tne air. All these are only a few of
and aptitude and presented him with a the stunts which Bloice has mastered22 calibre Remington rifle.
Since Wherever he gives an exhibition the
then the boy’s proficiency and fame spectators are enthusiastic, and the
have grown by leaps and bounds and he residents of La Junta take much pride
has accepted many invitations from in his growing fame.

WONDERFUL
BOY MARKSMAN

towns all over the west to give exhibi
tions of his remarkable skill. When
professional shooters h .ve come to La
Junta, Bloice has always been on hand
to get points by talking with them and
by observing their work.
So this active and alert Colorado
schoolboy, who has not yet had a birth
day with a “ teen” in it, is able to per
form many of the most difficult stunts
in the repertory of the professionals.
One of his astonishing feats of marks
manship is to outline an Indian head on
a sheet of cardboard at a distance of 20
feet. In doing this he shoots more
than 150 holes in the cardboard, and if

RETURN MANY
FIFTY GUESTS
“BILLY” AT LAKE
ARE BOOKED
FISH TO W ATER
MILLMAGASSETT
Several Real Estate Changes May The Trout and Square Tails are August Will See Many Gucsts--Man

Buffalo Bill was in La Junta two
years ago with his circus and heard of
the lad’ s great ability. When he re
turned last month he had Bloiee with
him as his guest during the day, and
the two crack riflemen—one old and
the other young—rode together in the
parade.

Both

Credulous.

She—“You vowed that it would bo
your aim to make my life naught but
one of happiness. And to think that
I believed you!” He— “ That’s nothing!
I believed it at the time myself.”

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day
• ««»»• • • • • «• • • • • • • • I

be Made Near Home Camp.

Making their Appearance.

Loses Valuable Rod.

(.Special to Maine W oods.)

(Special Correspondence.)
(Special Correspondence)
Ox Bow, Me., July 27, 1914.
Jackman, July 30, 1914.
Carry Pond, Me., July 31, 1914.
Mercury 58 degrees and fine. I ’ m
Reports from those camps advise
The fishing through July has been un
stuck! Not a single inspiration has
popped up for a text for our weekly that the black flics are all gone, and usually good.
letter. Heavy loads of lumber, stores owing to the cooler weather of the last
Messrs. Charles Biekard and Adolph
of supplies, and autos more than full of few days, trout of the square tail or Geering of New York are m camp for
lumberman have been going by bound
three weeks. They are having a fine
red spot variety are making their ap
for the flats, thence up river to the
time and catching lotB o f trout. Mr.
several ckmps in the woods and at the pearance in the shallow waters of the Geering sent home a fine box to his
lake and tributaries.
W. R. Hoyt \family.
lakes.
brought
to
net
a
two
pounder
and 15
Billy is at his cabins again at Lake
There are some large fish in East
Millmagaésett, chinking and nailing, smaller ones. He thinks that by the Carry pond. Mr. Geering loves fly fish
and will spon return to take up a chef first of the week there will be lots of ing. He was letting his line trail be
and the heavy baggage of a party from sport there. Several parties are start hind the boat, and it must have been a
Chestnut Hill, Brookline, Mass. Mrs. ing on short trips and guides are all 1very large trout that took his leader as
Billy is entertaining her sister, Mrs. busy.
the rod whibh was a fine one was
Ed Harrison, from St. Mary’s, N. B.,
Jqhn L. Heaton of New York City snatched from the boat and lost. Mr.
also Mrs! Miles Richardson, wife of and^guide from] West Outlet Camps, Geering felt very badly about the loss
our fire warden, who is rapidly recover Moosehead Lake, stayed over night at j of the rod as it is one he has ' had for
ing from an operation for appendicitis, these camps after a trip around the |many years.
resting hère before going up river to Bow. He claims it to be the finest ca- ; Dr. Edmund H. Stevens and E. W.
her forestlhome.
noe trip he has ever made.
Stevens of Cambridge, Mass., with
Mrs. E-Jp Noyles of Levant, Maine,
The next week will fill the camps, as 1John L. Gay of Porto Rico, have re
is here with Master George Noyles, 50 guests are booked for August 1st. j turned home. They had fine fishing
helping out as “ chefess” at the home The guests [ at these camps number \with R. V. Ham, guide.
camp 'an<q at the lake as needed. She twenty-two. Among the late arrivals j
Charles F. Ham and D. G. Bean of
came in with Mrs. Richardson.
are: John L. Heaton, New York City; i Bingham are here for a few days.
The powerful thunder storm which Charles C. Smith, Skowhegan; Joseph j
Samuel Folk and A. Capove o f Bos
struck Boston and parts of New Eng C. Smith, Washington, D. C.; Mi*, and
land last Tuesday, the 14th, gave us a Mrs. W H. Pillsbury, Miss Mabelle H. ton are here for two weeks.
savage kick and pelted us with large Bonelli, Jacob Wirth, W. A. Beverly, 1 K. A. Burnham of Boston has re
hailstones for about ten minutes. The Boston; W. R. Hoyt, Atlanta, G a.; L. turned home after three weeks in camp.
ground was white like scow but soon Whitten, West Outlet Camps; Miss George Spaulding of Caratunk’was his
lost its color in the heavy rainfall Louise; H. Coburn, Miss H. C. Judkins, guide. Mr. Burnham caught over 500
which followed.
Skowhegan; Miss Mary Huston, Bos trout while here. Many o f them were
A.
B. Hay, A1 Currier guide, re
ton; Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kallewell and returned to the water.
turned froip a week’ s trip up the Master Hallewell, New York City;
J. P. Cruikshank and son of St. John,
Aroostook, going home to Brooklyn, Miss Maria Franckenhoff, Miss Alma N .B .arein camp with R. V. Ham,
N. Y., last Saturday. He said he had Gaden, Brooklyn, N. Y .; Dr. and Mrs. guide.
a very fine trip and good success fish Ralph W. SeisB, Philadelphia; Mr. and
Miss Faustie E. Lane o f Attleboro,
ing.
Mass., is visiting her father at CarryMrs. W. G. Brown, New York City.
Dr. Martin Burke. 147 Lexington
Pond.
Ave., New York City, is expected soon
The camps will all be filled early in
at Libby’ s home camp at the Bow.
August.
Tne Doctor has been here every season
for the past 20 years and is always a
welcomed and familiar figure.
Walter D. Hinds and party of Port
land are looked for to arrive at Billy's
in the near future.
In his new book, “ Random Reminis
Several real estate changes are on cences of Fifty Years in the Adironthe tapis. The local Grange want a dacks, ” H. L. Ives gives many useful
Henry J. Lane who is proprietor of
lot; a Mrs. Grant wants one and a hints for campers. “ In reviewing my
friend of Walter Hinds wants another, Adirondack camping experience, rea ch -, Carry Pond camps is thinking o f
all quite near Billy’s home camp on the ing out over a period of 50 years,” , he selling, after catering to the sporting
ridge, overlooking the forests even to |says, “ I notice that, through the element for over 20 years.
There is a movement on hand to form
the Canada line.
(
|changes that have taken place in this 1a club of 40 members and buy out Mr.
Notices of births, deaths and mar particular line in recent years, primiLane.
Mr. Henry Holding o f New
riages hereabouts3are as scarce as i tive camp life, as we enjoyed it in my
York City, who is there for the entire
hen’s teeth. Not that we are not alive boyhood days, is in danger of becoming
summer has the matter in charge.
and “ up and doing, with a heart for a lost art, and the younger element are
The object of forming this club is to
any fate, ” but we are too busy reap j losing much o f the real sport and ex
give each member special privileges
ing and curing hay, spraying potato hilarating influences of camping. The
vines and catching chubs, to make room invalid who goes to the Adirondacks such us reduced rates, the right to build
cabins, put in furnishings, boats or can-,
for the grim Reaper, tie any unneces for the purpose of gaining his health !
oss to his own liking. Just how the
sary knots or ring up the doctor in the makes a great mistake when he fails to !
place would be run would be decided
dead of night.
j adapt himself strictly to a life in the when the proper directors were chosen.
Hauling wood and drawing water open air both night and day.
These two ponds positively produce
make up a large part of our day’s
“ I have often remarked in the later
work, especially on wash days which, years of my life that I have always more square tail trout than any other
with a family of eleven is, believe me, received tfce greatest benefit by going ponds in the State of Maine.
A number of prominent sportsmen in
some stunt. A friendly hand on the
to the Adirondacks when I have estab different parts of the country have sig
wringer is not de.- pised and a boiler full lished myi camp remote from civiliza
nified their intention of becoming mem
of water is a “ sinequa non.”
tion and lived, ate and slept in an open bers. All those interested should write
Billy’s fall guests are in for a feast camp where I could breathe the balsam
to Mr. Holding at orce for particulars
of good things. We have 60 or more
and ozone laden air 24 hours in the day, or visit the camps. The postoffice ad
tender young chicks growing fatter
free from the contaminating influences dress is Carry Pond, via Bingham, Me.
each day. It is quite a trick to guard
of civilized life. I know from actual
so large a hen family from the on
experience that one can cure a bad
slaughts of Sir Reynard and the
case of malaria by this treatment and
To Seal 3ott!es.
hawk. Mr. Billy is an expert shot and
take nolmedicine, except Adirondack
Bottles may be securely sealed in
woe-betide the beast or bird which
air and Adirondack water.
the following manner: Melt together a
comes too near our ranch.
quarter of a pound of sealing wax, the
J. C. Hartshorne.
same quantity of resin and two ounces
Question of Height.
of beeswax. When the mixture froths,
Lady Southwark, in her recently pub stir it with a tallow candle. As soon
lished reminiscences, tells a story of as each ingredient is melted, dip the
an Irishman who was cutting turf
tops of the corked bottles in the m ixr
near a bog when a friend came up to
ture. It will completely exclude the
him, crying: “ Patrick is stuck in the air.
bog up to his ankles.” “ Don’t -worry,
then,” was the reply; “ if he’s only up
Was Looking fo r It, Too.
to his ankles he can soon get out
Fish Rise Readily to the Fly from again!” “ Yes, but he went in head
"I say, my friend,” called the motoi*
first! ’ retorted the other.-—Pearson's 1st to the farmer, as he drew un along
May to September.
side of the field, “ I’m loon... J iur a
Weekly.
decent road to take me into Squigglesville.” “I’m derned glad to hear it,”
replied the farmer. “ Ef ye happen to
(Special Correspondence.)
find it, stranger, send me a tellygram.
Jackman, July 30, 1914.
will ye?”
About 25 gu ests'are registered at
FAMOUS
-----------------------------------------------------i_ _
the Lake Parlin House. This place is
BACKWOODS
becoming more popular each year.
All of the camps are booked for Aug
FAIRY TALES
ust and most of the rooms in the hotel.
U. W. PICK KI,,
Tne fish rise readily to the fly from
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle
early May to September. Several fine
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and SouvenirH.
catches have been 1rought in by K. A.
RANGfeLEY.
.
.
M A IN I
Rd Grant. Beaver Pond Gamps
Skinner of Boston, Walter Meachum of
Now
reading
matter,
ínteresting.
New Yrork City and Mr. and Mrs. Cly
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
“ Monmoutli Moccasins”
than we expected and the popular demand was
Raymond of South Norwalk, Conn.
They are made for
so great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
wi enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
(postpaid) at ( he low price napied.
Known the world over for exc<
You want to advertise where yen
Twelve coots, postpaid. Stamps accented.
lence. Illustrated catalogue fr<
can yet the best results fro m money
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
M. L. UETCHELL CO.,
expended.
T ry Maine Woods.
Phillips, Me.
Monmouth,
.
m

EXPERIENCES

OF FIFTY YEARS FORMING CLUB
TO BUY CAMP

ALL OF THE

CAMPS BOOKED

TAXIDERMISTS

Maine Information Bureau

Phillips
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snarl he made his way off through the lake shore,, with their guest3
the bushes. A hunting party failed enjoyed a Dutch supper at the Little
to locate the animal.
Brown House on the Trail Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Spotts at Camp
session 25 weapons acquired in this Doraljo are entertaining Mrs. Daniel
way. Formerly it was the custom H. MacMahon of New York,, who passBy Following These Practically All to sell such goods at private auct- ed a number of summers with her
ion but it is now found more profit- son i11 this region,
©
Construction Work Is Avoided. able to the state to dispose of them Dr. E. S. Bennett of Waltham,
by private sale.
Mass., was welcomed by his many
-----------friends on his arrival Monday to
In each place in Maine where the
Game Warden E. K. Peck of Smyr-| spend the Au§ust days at this hotel,
reads
are -being reconstructed, the na Mills reported to the Fish and
N o artificial p a ck a ge— tin, bag, o r tinrfoil and paper
an^ ^ rS- E - A - Howe of CliestMaine Automobile Association has Game Commission the prosecution nu^ HU1> Mass., while touring Maine,
— can keep to b a c c o as well as thdf n a tu ra l h a f wrapper
laid out entirely new routes covering on July 16 before the municipal court were here for the first time thls week
that holds all the original fla v or a n d moisture in the
I the same territory, and erected signs, at Houlton of one Jerrie Camelton aD<i so
pleased with the place
Sickle plug. W h e n y ou whittle o f f a pipeful, y o u alw ays
not only at the starting points, but on the charge of having killed and they engaged a camp for their famget fresh tob a cco, that bum s slo w ly , and sm okes cool
at ail intersections.
By following j lllegally haTing in liis possession
neX^ year.
and sweet.
these routes, practically all ¡con one deer in close time. The man
In order to accommodate all who
struction work is avoided.
As a pleaded guilty and was fined $40 and wanted a camp for this month,, Mrs.
C hopped-up, “ package” tob a cco lo s e s m uch o f its m oisture
whole,
these
routes
are
as
good
(■ as c0StSi j n default of payment he was Burns has leased one of the private
b efo re it goes into th e package, and k eep s getting drier all the time.
those formerly used. Moreover the Icommitted foP 30 days.
camps near the hotel
A n d the drier it g ets, the fa ster it b u r n s in you r pipe, and the
Association has issued a neat pam
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Willets of
m ore it bites y o u r tongue. O nly fr e s h tobacco g iv e s real pipephlet giving -complete running diFlushing*
N.
Y.,
who
with
their son
satisfaction— and o n ly tobacco y o u c u t o ff the Sickle plug as you
The Department of State Lands
rections,, showing all turns, indicat
use it, c a n be fresh.
and Forestry has a crew of men enJ Chester are occupying the same camp
ing the mileage and stating where!
gaged in constructing lookout towers they have had for years, fear their
E conom ical, too— no waste— n o package to pay for— more
connections are made with the old and camps on the various moua- daughter, Miss Eliza, who is spendtobacco. G et a Sickle plug from y o u r dealer today
er routes.
These can be obtained
tains of the state. This crew is in|lnS several month’s in Germany, will
free of charge from nearly all thecharge of Edward Small and is at;
^e^aye(i there and not be able to
leading hotels and garages in New
present engaged in building a tow- ^oin them this month as expected on
England or will be sent upon request
er on Spencer Mountain near Ches- ac?ount of the war preventing the
I by the Information Bureaus of the
ooncook lake. Most of the towers saiUng of the ship she was coming
IAssociation at Portland, Bangor and
being built are steel with a w ooden'011Houlton. Two mammoth signs 8 x
house on top, hut in cases where1 Mr. an<t Mrs Wm. A. Warnock of
18 feet have been erected, one on
the transportation charges are too Jamaica, N. Y , on Wednesday were
the Boston road just outside of Port
heavy to permit of the use of steel' i° ined by their daughter, Mrs. A. M.
land, the other on the Lewiston-Au
wooden towers are built.
Morrell ar.d son WiU'ajn A. Morrell
burn road just west of Auburn, ad
The type of tower being erected
Plainfield, N. J., w to will remain,
vising the traveling public to obtain
has already been described in the untU the end of the eeaeon.
these detours.
Maine Woods. , It is considered the
Mr. and Mrs. James Kirkby of Eng
During the past two years there most approved pattern for mounlewood, N. Y., who for a month have
have been wonderful improvements: tain toot<)llt purpo3es.
been In one of the log camps, have
in the roads in Maine, due, in great
also been joined by their son, D.
The
State
at
present
has
fifty-five
POAQHERS’ FIREARMS CONDEM-, qulred to be licensed under the pro- measure, to the active and intelli
NED
¡visions o f this law, when he Is upon gent work of the Maine Automobile stations in operation and it is plan Kirkby for the remainder of their
ned to build several more the pres stay.
-----------j the wild lands or in the woods of the Association.
The state has taken ent season.
Miss Dora Reich of New York, who
recent State, not having a license as here hold of the proposition in a businessThe importance of the
for the past two months has great
Wholesale capture of Canadian poach-j in provided, it will be prima faciel|like manner’ and the different cities
era by Warden Gross Is being made evidence that such person is hunt- and towns have made a great im The office of the commissioners ly enjoyed her stay here and made
of inland fisheries and game at Au many friends, today left for a month
plainer every day through the war- ing in violation of the provisions of provement In their methods.
The
dens scattered throughout the State, this act and he shall be subject to 55 miles of road between Portsmouth, gusta had something the appearance at the seashore .planning to return
Renewed interest was aroused when a penalty o f $25 and costs for each N. H. and Portland, which formerly of an arsenal, the department hav for the September days.
the guns seised from the poachers offence and a further penalty of for was in a wretched condition, has ing received a consignment of fire
This evening tihe guests are all
arrived at the State House and were feiture to the State of all firearms been almost entirely rebuilt, with arms seized by Warden Gross in his very enthusiastic over the wonderful
recent roundup of six Canadian
unpacked at the office of the Fish found in his possession. * * * ”
moonlight and the cloud
effects
tar-macadam, cement and gravel, and
and Game Commission. The lot will
This last seizure is a sharp notice is in excellent shape, some of it poachers near the state boundary. “ such as we never see in the city,’’
be added to the accumulation of fire to the poachers that the illegal busi- being as smooth as a house floor. Besides the payment of fines the law declared one gentleman, and as all
arms seized by wardens and
°fin e s s must cease and the loss of By these new routes touring in Maine requires that the firearms be seized were quietly admiring the scene no
The department now has in its poswhich the commission now has a- the firearms will serve as another is made easy.
artist can copy, a lady asked, “ Do
bout 25 of all kinds and descriptions, warning to aliens that they must ob
you know why tie old man in the
taken from aliens.
serve th© law in that regard, as all
moon never married?’’ And a young
This feature of the case is an im others.
lady who now wears a diamond
An interesting thing in connection
portant one. He specifies that:
asked
“ Oh,
why,
we
don’t
“The commissioners of inland flsh- with such seized firearms Is their
know,” and was answered, “ How
eries and game, upon the application disposal. It was formerly the metlicould he support a wife when he
of any unnaturalized foreign-born per- od to put them up at auction at the
|only has a quarter a week and gets
The Summit Spring hotel at Poland,
son who is a resident of any city, annual meeting of the Fish and
full every month?”
Game
Association,
hut
it
was
found
owned
by the„Saco Savin^s bank> « Mooselookmeguntic Team Beaten,
town or plantation within the State
The Mooselookmeguntic ball team
Brooks, ^ bo
and upon the payment of a fee of that private sales gave better results ProsPer’n£ we L
played the second game with the
but
Courage
Goodffor
Third
..
.
Ihas had charge of the hotel for the
$15 may Issue to such person a li financially to the department and
Rangeley Lake House boys, Satur
three previous seasons, is in charge
cense * * * authorizing the said li that plan is now followed. The pur
day afternoon on Mingo Springs Dia
, again this season. The hotel has done
censee* to hunt and ki'l game birds, chaser always gets his
mond, but as they got “ walloped” as
(Special Correspondence)
money s wejj eacj1 y e a r under Mr. Brooks. Dur
game or other wild animals on any worth* because be needn’t buy un ing August in the past three years he
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines one of the boys expressed it there
lands on which said hunting is not less he wants the goods and the de- has been obliged to refuse guests, as Landing, Aug. 2.— “ I am much sur-: is not much to tell, except they inpartment is satisfied with the price the hotel was full to overflowing. July prised to find such a crowd at this tend to win the third game without
forbidden by law • * *"
; received, because a fair price is set js not so good a month but this year hoteL, for I have just come from the having to import any players from
Another part of the law says:
“If any firearm or firearms are and the weapon does not have to there is a good crowd at the hotel and seashore where the hotels are al- the leagues.
found in the possession of any for-, be sold; that being the would-be pur- the bookings for August are large. The most deserted,” remarked a Boston“ Every day somebody goes fisheign-born unnaturalized person re- chaser’s option.
prospect is for an excellent season this lain on his arrival today, but it is ing and every day somebody catches
a fact that more guests are now en something,” is the Way one of the
vear.
B IR D S IN C R E A S IN G NO W
joying the hospitality of this corn- fishermen reports his catch<, and
When Curator James ha3 the “ Leon” fortable and attractive hotel and surely plenty of small ones are
The Bristol correspondent of the case complete and in position it will be camps than ever before, the first brought in each day and several
Lewiston Journal, writes Edwin E. sure to attract much attention. It con week in August, and it is a quest records this week.
TIÄH TABLE
Bailey, the warden appointed and sists of a pair o f loons, fine specimens, ion of where to put all who have
S. R. Browne of Paterson, N. J.,
paid by the Audubon Society to watclÿ the female standing over the nest in written for accommodations for the caught a 3%-pound salmon and Ches
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
oyer the birds on Egg Rocks* reports which are two eggs, with two little next month.
ter A. Howe of Chestnut Hill, Mass.,
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm a tremendous increase in his feath “ baby loons” on the shore picking
ington at 12.02 P. M., fo r Kingfield and Rangeley.
The social and friendly way in was very proud of the pair of salm
A t 4.20 P. Si. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday ered wards.
There are black guil around, and old Pa Loon on the right which the guests gather around the
on he caught, one 5 pounds, the oth
Train leaves fo r Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at lemots, laughing gulls, sea gulls, Wil- standing guard over his family. The office fire the chilly mornings and ev
er 4% pounds. Frank Fall, guide.
7.55A. M. and froa» Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 g° n ’ ig t e r n a n (j stormy petrels.
case
has
a
painted
background
repre
The
eningSt, or on the piazza the warm Henry Rich of Brookline, Mass., a
M IXED TR A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves gulls and terns lay their
eggs on senting a lake scene with high lands days, make all feel at home.
3*4-pound salmon.
at 11.00 A. M.
The guille about and the entire exhibit is extreme
STRONG PASSEN GER TRAIN S leave for the bare rock or turf.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
S.
Kimberly
of
Farmington, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M .; fo r mots stick their eggs away under the ly natural in appearance.
New Haven, Conn., who have been
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P, M. and 4.50 ledges so that it is Impossible
Really Beyond Help.
to
P. M. fo r Kingfield and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M.
coming to the Rangeleys for many
Confucius,
the Chinese philosopher,
The Cary chickens
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran get at them.
Among the automobile parties whic
years are this season for the first though he lived nearly 2,500 years
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M..
dig
out
of
sight
into
the
sod
and
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow
visited Augusta recently was one time pleasantly located here and are ago, said many things that are true
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives each parent takes a turn
on the
today, among them this: “ When a
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40
whose car bore the New York regis much pleased with the place.
nests.
Just at dusk a bird emerg
man has been helped around one cor
try tag 44474 and was decorated with
^M lfkED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
Maj.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Wylie
of
ner of a square and cannot manage
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from es from the burrow and takes flight
banners
of
places
through
which
Farmington at 11.46 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
New York, who are spending the the other three, he Is unworthy of
and another enters the nest.
Ap
1.40 P. M. and fo r Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
the party had journeyed on the way season at their beautiful camp on future assistance.”
PHILLIPS PASSEN GER TRAINS leave Phill parently they take 24 hour watches.
to Maine.
In addition to
these
ips for F arm ington at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
The Weston Egg Rock has been ab
For R^ngeloy at 12 55 P. M. and 5.13 P.M.
there were three banners hung over
M IXED T R A IN leaves fo r Farmihgton at 7.30 andoned since mink raided the rook
the back of the car which were some
A . M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
ery a few years and the Eastern
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeley 3.00 P. M^
thing of a novelty. In the center
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A. Rock is overcrowded.
Shark Rock,
M. and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
was a big black banner bearing in
RANGELEY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for Jones' Garden and Round Island are
yellow
letters th*e words “ New York,”
Fartnington at 5.35 A . M. and It 30 A . M. and ar also patronized by the birds. On the
THE SPORTS HAN’S NEWSPAPER OP AMERICA
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday tram ar
while at the left was a red banner
Egg Rock is believed to be the only
rives at 1.00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
on which in white letters was the
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 10.15 A. M. and
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
v—- colony of the laughing gull east of inscription, “ Excuse My Dust.”
Subscription $4. a y r., $2. ford mouths ¡Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
At
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for Massachusetts.
The dry ledges near
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmington at 6.50 A. M. and 12.60 P. M* A r
nesting the right of the center banner was
rives from Farmington at 5.23 P. M.. from Strong New Harbor were tried as
special
reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
one
of
orange,
the
words,
“
Thank
at 8.15 A. M.
, ,„ „ „
Places a few years ago,, but the Rav
MIXED TRAIN leave« fo r Strong at 1.15 P. M.
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
You”
being
done
in
black.
ens robbed the nests.
The more re
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
KINGFIELD PASSEN GER T R AIN S leave fo r mote ledges seem to be too far out
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
A hear has been prowling around
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives for the robbers.
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from stro n g
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting,
the
cottages
at
Phillips
Lake
and
at 8.35 A . M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A . M. j
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting. Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Re
and 5.46 P. M. Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A.
frightening the cottagers although no
The Voice of Misanthropy.
M. and 7.30 P. M.
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
“ Suppose some power were to an one has been injured. A Bangor
BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves fo r
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ T R IAL SUBSCRIPTION.
Farmington at 11.20 A, M., fo r Kingfield at 6.40 swer the poet’s prayer and give us woman met him face
to face the
If not more than satisfied with it the money will be refunded on request.
P. M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A , M .; from the gift of seeing ourselves as oth
other day. She realized that if she
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
nn
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
“ Well, for one thing,
MIXED TRAIN arrive,, from Kingfield at 10.00 ers see us!”
ran,
Bruin might chase her}, so star
A . M.
it would do a great deal to discour
801 MASONIC TEMPLE: CHICAGO.
ed him in the eyes*, until with a
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
age the craze for dancing.”

NEW AUTOMOBILE
ROUTES LAID OUT

N a tu r e 1© O w n W ra p p in g K eep
Tobacco B e s t

j

LEASED ONE OF
ALL AROUND
PRIVATE CAMPS
THE STATE

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

M A IN E

WOODS,

crop of hay had been put in
barn. The house was a new one
just recently finished and furnished.
ISSUED WEEKLY
The furniture was saved and th-ei
windows from the lower story.
J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
Mr. Melcher,, we are told was in
Phillips, Maine
sured for $1600. W e are also inform
ed that the house could have been
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager saved had there been an adequate
supply of available water.
Much
sympathy is felt for the family.
OUTING EDITION

MAINE WOODS

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E,
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RACE OF 13-F00T

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

SAILING SKIFFS

The array of canned fruit and v e g e -: The Methodist c hurch has purcha
tables at the store of George Bean is ed an Individual Communion Service Joujou Won the Challenge Cup of
certainly a tempting one. Mrs. Bean |of the Le J’age lnd|v dual Commun
the Crescent Beach Boat Club.
has already put up about 400 cans and Iion Service Co.,
loronto, Caiuu i.
she is planning to r^ach the thousand ! This is a handsome» mahogany ser*
mark by the end of the season. Rasp- j vice with unbreakable pointed top
Timberlake’s
Sunday
Saturday
the
25th,
took
place
the
berries, strawberries, gooseberries, sy- cups.
Miss
.............. $1.00 per year
raised
the
money
to
first
race
of
the
series
of
13-foot
sailing
8 pages • ............................
M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H . rup, peaches, pears, rhubarb,- cherries, school class
LOCAL EDITION
beans, peas, brake, dandelion, and beet make this purchase possible. Fifty skiffs between Mr. Buker’ s Joujou,
...
.........$1.50 per year
12 and 16 p a g e s ...........................
*
v
,
greens are included in the present list. New Methodist Hymnals for use in and Mr. Ryder’s Joujou III. The start
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Miss Edith Keith was a recent guest the morning worship have also been was at 3.53.
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Sunday, August 9—Morning wor
1st.
2nd.
Finish
of Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Currier with purchased by the church.
75 cents extra.
______________
n tuer
ship,, 10.45.
Sermon,, “ The
Joujou,
3.53
4.34
4.44
Mrs. W. J. Keith of East BuckJunior wbom she fived for a time and attended
Side.’’ Sunday school., 12.
Entered as second class matter. Januaiy
3.53
4.82
4.41
the High school here. Miss Keith has field« Mass., came Wednesday and Joujou III,
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, un er League,
3.
Epworth
League, 7.
Mr.
Ryder’s
Joujou
III
wins
by
three
E. B.
been training for a nurse for the past will visit with Dr. and Mrs.
the A ct of March 3.1879, y
Prayer and praise service, 7.30.
minutes.
year at Sti Marie’s hospital in Lewis- Currier the remainder of the week._
Thursday, August
13—Mid-week
The Joujou was built and raced at
Roy Atkinson of the reportorial
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire prayer meeting,, 7.30. Business meet |ton and has one year and a half more
before shegraduates. We are pleased staff of the Boston Post is visiting Mattapoisett, Mass., in theieason of
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county ing of the Epworth League,, 8.30.
to learn that she is progressing finely his mother in Farmington for two 1913, where she won the challenge cup
o f the Crescent Beach Boat club with
ocally.
,
and shows much ability.
weeks.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
eight boats competing. During June
The
following
were
entertained
by
and game photographs from its readers.
Friends in town Of Miss Ellie K.
When ordering the address or your paper
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field at their cot Hawes of Westbrook will be pleased 1914 she also won a handsome cup from
P U T O fflO | it* B
«hanged, please give the old as well as new
tage at , arious times during their two to learn that she lias been a’ point ^he ^ ew btedfmd Boat club challenging
address.
weeks’ sojourn at Weld: Mrs. N. XJ. |ed instructor of music in the S in- boat' Its builder, Mr. Phillips Ryder,
M e w s
new lines
Binkley, Brooklyn, N. Y .; Miss Mabel ford schools. Miss Hawes will be i has in his new boat developed
^
THURSDAY, AUGUST 6, 1914
Starbird, Boston; J. L. Tyler, Miss El- pleasantly remembered as a teach- and by the race Saturday proved the
of the new model,
zie Oldham, Farmington; R. H. Preb er of music in the schools here a| superiority
We hope 5y the intereiJt ahown Sat_
le, R. H. Trecartin, Mrs. J. W. Brack
few years ago whe*e she mac e main , ur(jay tjlat by another season there will
ett, Miss Miriam Brackett, and Herbbeen
A rag wet with hot water and
She has lecently
een, be more boats of this class which are
ert McKenzie was the guest of Master friends.
teaching at Dover and Foxcroft.
placed around the carbureter and in
|inexpensive and easy to handle.
Richard
field.
Mr.
Field
went
back
take manifold, will help to start in
Miss Mabel Starbird has been en i Mr. Ryder is a teacher of manual
and
forth
to
his
business
each
day
by
cold weather.
gaged to sing at Wilton the tv,elfth i t'raining in the New Bedford Public
auto.
They returned home Monday
A plaid ripple model coat is three- but will spend some time there later in of this month at an enteituinment; acliools, and took up boat building as a
Buildings Were Burned but Stock quarter
length. It has a half b^lt at the season. H. H. Field and family under the auspices of Wilton Acad*|pastime, under Hawd, the famous designer.
the
back
and a double bell sleeve. It will gojni few days to occupy the cot emy.
was Saved.
We are sorry to report that Mrs., Mr. Ryder is at all times willing to
is finished with small buttons of am tage the greater part of August.
Butler is confined to her home] demonstrate the superiority of this
ber wtth jet rings.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Glid- W. B.
illness.
model of boat. There are seven of
(Special to Maine W oods.)
den Parker has been ill for a day or
Very swagger additions to the
Oscar Fogg, manager of the Phil- this model o f boats in Buzzard’ s Bay
East Wiltonj, August 3—During the
two, caused from teething.
limousine luggage are the pongee hat
lips Lumber &■ Electric Power Com- this season.
heavy thunder shower of Sunday ev boxes, with their embroidered- tops
Mrs. Albert Worthley visited friends
pany, has engaged rent in Selden
ening,, August 2 John Melcher s and corded handles. They are lined in Strong a few days last week.
street
abra a mile and a half from here on with the pussy willow flowered silks.
Miss Belle Adams, who has been the Keene’s tenement on Dodge
EASl WILTON.
and
will
move
his
falmily
from
Y arthe Bean’s Corner road was struck
guest of Miss Bessie Crowell for a few
by lightning and bis set of buildings
Envelope veil cases are very handy. weeks past, returned to her home in irnouth very soon.
Mr. W ilson Beal has een quite
They contain a mirror, comb, powder Wilton last week. She will later go to
burned.
August 4.
seriously
ill
4he
past
wrek,
The stock was rescued from the box and hatpins and have a compart Weld.
Mrs. Knowlen of Noriidgewock, who
They are of black
barn with the exception of a hog ment for veils.
Miss Aliev? Parker is visiting her un but is reported more comfortable. has been visiting her daughter and fam
morocco lined with tan silk.
Dr. E. B. Currier is in attendance. ily at North Jay, recently visited Mr.
cle,
B. T. Parker in Waltham, Mass.
and two pigs. About ha]f of his new
Don’ t let your interest flag in the His daughter,, Mrs. Ira Whitteonore, and Mrs. J. P. Savage at East Wilton.
and brother, Mr. Bradford Beal are Mrsq Knowlen was accompanied te
contest these two last days.
Mrs. F. M. Phillips of Auburn came caring for him.
North Jay by several members of her
Charles Sweetser, who underwent family who wished to be present at the
last week fora visit with her daughter,
Mrs. F. A. Lawton.
a severe surgical operation, recent graduation of her granddaughter who
Mr. John Phillips of Skowhegan was ly, is now able to ride out about was the valedictorian o f her class and
in town on a business trip last weea town.
acquitted herself in a very creditable
and also to visit his sisters, Misses
Harold Beedy has left the hospit manner we are told. The young lady
Vesta and Lepha Phillips on the farm al and has been at his home in will enter the Normal school at Farmj in Avon.
Livermore the past week.
He is ¡ngton at the opening of the fall term.
Rufus Beede went to Stratton Sun planning to edme to his aunt’ s,. Mrs. Mrs. Knowlen’ s husband, Roswell
day to see the new grandson, Conrad Walter Toothaker’s in Phillips Sat- Knowlen, died a year or two ago. The
Beedy Parker. Mrs. Beedy is still urday, but will not be able to re- Knowlens were pioneer residents of
with her daughter, Mrs. Floyd E. Par sume his work in this office for a Presque Isle, Aroostook county, Mr.
ker. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker plan time.
Knowlen’ s mother having been chosen
m
to make a trip next Sunday for the day.
W e are expecting to have lights to drive the first spike in the Bangor &
Hon. H. B. Austin went to Augusta
very soon. The dynamo was ship- Aroostook railroad, on account of her
Monday on business connected with his
ped from Calais on Wednesday and ,onK residence there. We ren ember
|office as chairman of the Fish and Game
should have been here a day or two' hearin? Mr- Knowlen say that just as
This is to announce that
commission. Commissioner and Mrs.
ago
Everything is in readiness K° od Potatoes could be raised here as in
Austin have opened their cottage at
when it arrives to install it at Aroostook county if farmers here were
Weld and will be there much o f the
willing to work as hard.
time the rest of the season, Mr. Austin
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Worthley
arel
Frank Spinney is visiting his sister
coming to and from his business in his
feeling anxious about their daugh- a"^ fam' at Stratton and incidentally
auto.
picking blueberries,
...
F^ank reports
Masters Carl and Hartley Berry, ter, Mrs. Edna Worthley Under-:
them
very
thick.
Berries
seem very
sons of Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Berry of wood and husband who are travelplenty everywhere and it may be well
will now supply all motor
West Farmington, are visiting relatives ins abroad.
to lay in a good stock of them as well
in Madrid and Phillips, Harrison Moores
The 1913 club was entertained by
car owners of this com 
as other things edible for if the war is
|and Mrs. E. H. Kenniston.
Mrs. C. E. Parker last Friday after
munity with
really on, high cost of living will soar
Mrs. F. H. Thorpe wishes through noon.
higher and higher. We have paid $12
Maine Woods, to thank the friends for
The North German Lloyd Liner,
the birthday remembrance left her. It Cecilie, on which Mrs. N. C. Brack for a barrel of flour and $14 for a ton o f
coal back in the Franco Prussian war;
; is much appreciated.
ett sailed for Germany the 25th
Rev. J. M. Frost, D. D. of Auburn, reached Bar Harbor Tuesday morn but we hope for peace.
J. P. Savage spent several days last
will occupy the pulpit of the Methodist ing. On this fleet were
over week at West Freeman doing some
church on Sunday evening, August 16. $11,000I.000 of gold and silver.
needed work about his buildings there.
At the close of the service the First
Tubes and Accessories
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKenzie During the time he boarded with Mr.
Quarterly conference of the church will
went to St. Stephen, N. B. this week and Mrs. Ehland Webster.
be held.
to accompany home their two daugh
A n ever g row in g dem and for
Messrs. H. B. Merry of North Anson
Firestones in this locality and
and C. H. Clark o f Madison, were in ters, Berilla and Sarah, who have
D a ily Thought.
every locality w here quality is
As my life today has been deter
town last week bagging wool which been spending a ¡month there with
they had purchased of Haley & Russell. relatives. On their way they visited mined by the way I lived my yester
appreciated has made it necessary
They
came by automobile and were ac De Berna Ross at Peak’s Island and day, so my tomorrow is being deter
to establish headquarters here.
companied by Mrs. Merry and Mrs. Au report him steadily gaining in health. mined by the way I live today.—Ralph
Mrs. Fred Bowen, who has been Waldo Trine.
gusta Bailey of Waterville, who is a
T he F irestone factory— the L a rg 
with her daughter, Mrs. , W. J. Car
teacher there.
est E xclu sive T ire F actory in the
Buy the Queen Regent soap at Preb ter, since March started for her
W orld —-has again increased greatly
le’s and get your neighbors to. It will home in Phillipsburg, Mont.,, last
and the output has jum ped 7 8% .
Dr. Mary. S. Croswell,
count big for the Grange and Preble.
Monday and expected to arrive home
This enorm ous output, m ade under
If it does not storm Friday after today.
FARMINGTON. MAINE.
perfect factory con dition s, makes it
noon of this week, the Junior League
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berry are the
possible to sell Firestones at a price
of the Methodist Church will hold guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. HinSs,
no greater than others are forced
a lawn social at the home of one cctning by auto from Massachusetts.
to charge for tires made in less
of its members, Mi^s Lelia Ross. All
econ om ical factories.
the members are cordially invited to
SPECIALIST
As Poor Richard Says.
be present.
A
penny
saved
is
two
pence
clear,
a
Call at F irestone H eadquarters
Surgery and Treatment of Ear,
pin a day is a groat a year. Save and
A b o v e fo r B iggest Tire Value
Nose and Throat
Subscribe Now fo r M aine Woods. have
Office hours, 9-12.30;
1.30-4.30
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company

i

STRUCK BY
LIGHTNING

m

HENRY W. TRUE,

Phillips, Maine

firestone
Tires

General Practice
of Osteopathy

Akron, Ohio—Branches and Dealers Everywhere
" America’s Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers”

acuii IcW/ri&M)
W

NO PAYMFNT IN AHVANCF

has been the policy of this institution fo r thirty
11V7 I r t I H I L ll 1 i n f t D T n l t v L years. W e recogn ize the p urch aser's righ ts to an
exam ination bf the goods, and a test o f their quality before paym ent is lequ ired . N o other
school in New Pingland has faith enough in you or itself to allow this.
Our Guarantee—Full S atisfaction or No Paym ent. .
P O R T L A N D , BANGOR, AU GUSTA.
SU M M ER SC H O O L A T S O U T H CASCO

FOXES W A N TED
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also,
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. W rite or
wire wt at you have to »offer, stating low est
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should w rite
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS,
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.16

M A IN E

P H IL LIP S ,
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was a former school teacher in Ran
Clias. Schofield of Arizona, Mrs.
CANVASSING
geley and perhaps is better remem Clint Collins and son of Weld, and
bered by her pupils as Miss Jennie Mrs. Mary Schofield are guests of
FOR CHURCH Thorne.
*
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Quirnby.

CLASSIFIED
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subject» in a. b. c. order

FO R S A L E .

FOR SALE

W OODS,

HEAVY, SHORT ROAD ROLLER

One of the best sets of camps in
Maine.
Good business already es Useful Improvement May Be Con
structed by Using Worn-Out Mow
tablished.
For further particulars
ing Machine and Concrete.
write Maine Woods, Phillips.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hood and
Little Miss Augusta Hennings cel
daughter are guests of Mrs. Hood’S' ebrated her 2nd birthday by enter
taining several of her little friends
Receives Injuries Whi!e Riding sister, Mrs. G. L. Kempton.
Mrs. Eben Harnden spent a few at the home of Mrs. H. B. McCard.
days at home the latter part of the Tlie lawn was appropriated by the
Horseback.
week, after spending the summer at tiny Misses. A beautiful birthday
her camp.
cakq2 made by Mr. Pye, ice cream
(Special Correspondence.)
Mrs. T. Freeman Tibbetts and son and crackers were served. The lit
Rangeley, August 5.—Mr. and Mrs, Walter will he guests of Mrs. Harn tle Miss was remembered with many
Osman Wright returned the first of den at the camp for a week.
nice gifts. Those present were Grace
the week from a visit with relatives
Mary Calvert,
Mrs. A. L. Oakes and son Clair Riddle, Billy Rye,
and friends in Phillips. Mrs. Wright left Thursday for a visit with Mr. Cwendolin Tibbetts and Dorothy
has been in Phillips for some time. and Mrs. Rue Prescott at Berlin, N. Marble. Their mammas were also
Miss Dorothy Trefetlien of Wilton
present.
PI.
*
arrived Tuesday for a week’s visit
Pauline Rector, who has been
Mrs. Peter Nicolar has arrived
with Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor.
and will spend the remainder of the spending tlie summer at Haines
Miss P. M. Richardson returned summer in Rangeley.
Landing spend several days with her
home Monday night after a brief vis«
Albert Carlton of Kennebago was grandfather, G. D. Hinkley.
it in Boston.
Don Mathieson*. Mr. and
Mrs.
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. I. D.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish left
James Mathieson of Indian Rock
Hoar.
Saturday for Farmington. They were
Charlie George is again greeting were recent callers in town.
accompanied by Miss Mina Paterson j oJd acquain,tanc~eS about town afte
Mrs. Orren Walker of Phillips is
and Master Glenn Butler. Mr. and( an aksence of several years.
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. E.
Mrs. Furbish and Mr. and Mrs. W.; Very heayy thunder an(l the most F. Lamb.
L. Butler enjoyed atrip to Skowhe- gpectacular lightning of the season
gan and Madison.
were in evidence Sunday. No serious
Word has been received from H.damage from the same has been reSweet Grass.
We never know how much sweet
O. I-Iuntoon,, who is at Dr.Cousin’s Jported Jn thig section.
private hospital for treatment,, of
A vesper service was held Sun- ness there is in grass till it is cut. Sev
his splendid progress, which, . if it day afternoon at the Rangeley ered from the root, it gives out a per
still continues, will allow of his re-, ^
Rev. Edwin Blake of West fume which the garden itself can
hardly rival. Misfortune instead of
turn home in a week or ten days.
j Falmouth a former pastor,, was pres- making us bitter, should bring out the
Mrs. C. C. Williams and son Rayd gave a very interesting talk, sweetness of the spirit, like the fra
mond of Bath are guests of Mrs. T
music was especially fine, the grance of the mown grass.
William’s sister, Mrs. Sylvader H in t,
^
several selections

Perhaps you have a grader of some
SALE—Edison Dictating mar
sort and road drags, but you need a
chine. In first Class condition. In heavy short roller. They cost too
quire at Maine W oods office.
much to buy, so make one this way.
Procure an old worn-out mowing ma
FOR SALE—Mill for sawing long chine, any make, writes W. A. Dillon
in Farmers’ Mail and Breeze. Take
and short lumber, birch, shingles and off or break off all the parts that stick
making parcel handles.
Run hy out past the wheels. Smooth off a
water or sit am.
Situated in Mad bit of hard ground; now dig a small
rid village. For further particulars sole just large enough for the hub.
inquire of J. Blaine Morrison cf Fhil- Set the machine up on one end, put
iips or W. H. Paver port, Dixfiehb___ a jacket of galvanized sheet iron
around the wheels, secure it at short
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for intervals with small stove bolts and
gale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine piake it fit neat and straight. Now
fill the jacket with the best fine con
Morrison.
crete. Tamp it well and allow it to
stand until the concrete is well set.
'OR SALE—Two lots of land
ad- Remove the jacket; keep the roller
Dining The Barker Hotel on south shaded and spray it for eight or ten
days.
nd. Also motor boats to let and
Have the blacksmith put an iron
or sale. Address with stamp
to frame on this roller. Heavy tire iron
tobert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan-| will do, using the hubs for spindles.
When a strong tongue is added you
,lng, Maine.
will have as good a roller as anybody;
one that will last a life time and will
WANTED.
WANTED— Boy from 16 to 20 years cost but little. Save the jacket to ley>
' and the Rangeley Lake House orchesb ir t h s .
make more rollers with.
The firm of Hinkley & Brown will;
at this occasion,
to make himself generally useful ini
Phillips*, Aug. 5, to Mr. and Mrs.
When your road is graded run the hereafter be conducted by Riley P.;
R H HaHock will preach next Carleton Haggin, a daughter.
August. Apply Camp Ray, near Min roller down the center, instead of on
m-ley,
lie
having
purchased
Har-,
Sunday
m0rning at the service,
go, Rangeley. Salary $20.
the sides, as now. Take two disk
Madrid, Aug. 4, to Mr. and Mrs,
harrows the same number of disks nson Browns interest in the busi-j Frank and p^n Huntoon were call- Elwin McLaughlin, a son.
and if possible the same kind. Turn neT
SS; „
*
*
ed to Kennebago by the serious 111Phillips, July 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
LOST A N D FO U N D
Little Ina Toothaker, daughter of ^
q£
father> j. D. Huntoon.
the disk on the harrows so they will
Dana Walker, a daughter.
FOUND— Purse. Owner may have throw the dirt towrard each other when Mr. and Mrs. Rolla V. Toothaker
The Ladies’ Aid held an extra
Phillips, July 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
it at Maine Woods office by paying placed side by side. Now set them met with quite a serious accident meeting Friday afternoon to com
■ennedy, a daughter.
close together side by side in the mid recently. While riding horseback on
for advertising.
plete
articles
and
make
the
final
dle of the road to be w'orked. Take a liorse that was (¿sed to operate
D EA TH S.
preparations for their annual sale
a light log chain and fasten the har
the hay fork,, the animal started sud which will be held at the church
New Sharon, July 29, Miss Harri
rows
together.
Put
a
team
on
each
DISTRICT NO. 2
et B. Davis*, aged 72 years.
harrow and drive down the road to denly to run. The little miss held parlors, August 13.
Chesterville, July 29, Edward D.
be worked. Turn around; let out the cn bravely for some distance hut was
J. Sherman Hoar was at Kenneba
resulted in go the latter part of the week on Morrill, aged 58 years 5 mos. 9 days.
chain a couple of feet; go back. Re finally thrown, which
August 5.
peat the operation a number of times several bruises and cuts upon /the
Waterville, July 30„ Rev. Abel WMrs. Clara Byron spent a few days
business.
You would be surprised how much head. The only explanation that
Pottle, a native of Salem, aged 80
Mrs.
O.
A.
Davis
of
Lewiston
is
■with Mrs. Ada Haley recently.
dirt the disk harrow will cut up.
Mrs. Harry Miller of Farmington and how much it will move toward can account for the creature’s sud the guest of her sister, Mrs. J. L. years.
Minneapolis, Minn.,
July
26,
was a recent guest of her sister, the center. Finish with drag or grader. den start is that he must have been Kempton.
Charles,
Clark
Tliwing,
son
of
Mr.
stung
by
some
insect.
No
bones
Miss Rachel Huntoon is working
Mrs. E. C. Mitchell at Madrid Sta Then roll the center and you will have
and Mrs. Joseph Edwin Thwing, aged
were broken, however, and it is for Mrs. G. A. Proctor.
a good road at small cost.
tion.
We have organized a country club thought no permanent injuries will
Mrs. H. E. Walker -went to RangeAlitha Childs fell recently, cutting 32 years 4 mos. 11 days.
her head badly on an old stump.
ley Saturday, to r^end the month of here and given each member a piece result.
of road to drag, near his home. We
Mrs. Ella J. Blanchard and party
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Chick and son
August with her daughter, Mrs. E.
P R O B A TE N O T IC E S .
elected a drag boss so when it is just of Stratton were in town Tuesday.
Donald,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Black
F. Lamb.
right to drag the boss calls all the
Court held at Farmington, in and
Mr. Simpson and helpers have be- of Farmington were recent guests of forAtthea Probate
Mrs. Lizzie Whitfield and daugh members and in about two hours w’e
County o f Franklin, on the third Tuesday
of
July,
in
the
year of our Lord one thous
ter, Miss Evelyn were guests last have all the roads in the district gun to plaster on the Furbish resi- Mrs. D. E. Hinkley, making the trip and nine hundred and
fourteen.
The following mattershaving been presented for
dragged.
We have had very bad dence, work on which has been go by auto.
week of Mrs. E. C. Mitchell.
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
ing
on
rapidly
the
past
month.
Miss Gladys Dutton and
Miss weather ever since organizing, but the
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Murphy and hereby ORDERED:
The annual Financial canvass of four children left Saturday for Old That notice thereof be given to all persons in
Moilie Hescock were callers at L. plan appears to work well.
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
the Rangeley church began Tuesday. Orchard. Mrs. Murphy and children published three wet ks successively in the Maine
B. Field’s Sunday.
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said
remain fer several weeks.
Mr. County, that they may appear at a Probate Court
Miss Lucille Wing is the guest ROAD SCRAPER EASILY MADE Some time ago letters were sent out
to
be held at said Farmington, on the third Tues
Iexplaining the object of the Finance Murphy returned home the first of
of her sister, Mrs. Fred Toothaker
day of August A. D. 1914, at ten o’ clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
Two-Inch Planking, Securely Bolted Committee which have as their goal'
week
for a few weeks.
cause,
Together, Will Furnish Most Use- j to reach the $1,000 mark. The work
The many friends of Mrs. Henry Osman Cooksun, late of Rangeley, Petition for
Harold Gaquin of Haverhill, Mass,
ful Farm Implement.
¡lias been divided into four squads Searles of Phillips are sorry to administration filed by Leon A. Cooksun.
is at the home of his uncle, Bion
Joseph N. Parker, late of Kingfield, deceased,
under the efficient leadership of four I ¡earn of her ill health.
will and petition for probate thereof presented
Wing for the month of August.
by
Augusta G. Parker named as executor therein.
fh ere are many Jobs upon the high representative men of the commonBion Wing accompanied his grand
Mrs. A. M. Ross spent several Andrew W. Davenport, late of Phillips. Will
ways and farms that require a few
and
petition for probate thereof and for the ap
son, Master Ernest Truej. to Gardi hours’ use of a scraper, yet are not im ity„ F. B. Colby, E. I..Herrick, W m.jdays at Kennebago last week.
pointment of an administrator with the will an
nexed.
ner Saturday.
Tomlinson
and
H.
B.
McCard.
Each
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Oscar
Dunham
and
portant enough to require the pur ___ .
, .
.
,
. ,
,
„
Anna C. Hunter, late of Strong, deceased. First
Mrs. George Hinkley and children, chase of one. The scraper shown in Squad captain m turn appoints COi- son Of Avon called on relatives in ( arid firal account of administration presented by
Miss Violet and Master Scott of Liv illustration may be constructed of two- lectors who call on their assigned town recently among them, Mrs. Em- , ^ u s K r B u ^
strong, deceased.
ermore are spending a few weeks inch thick planking, securely bolted territory
Our summer friends have meline Dunham, Mrs. F H
KeniD-1Firft accourit of ^ “ 'biskation presented by LeT A
T
__
^ land E. Perry, administrator.
been more than generous.
Let us ton dnd Mrs. Lucy Hinkley.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Audrey Ermine Sampson of Phillips. Petition
for change to Audrey Ermine Parker.
Wing.
each do our part of the lifting as
Mrs. Walter Brackett, who is work
J. H. THOMPSON, Judge o f Said Court.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard and
the attractive bulletin suggests. If ing at Indian Rock spent the week Attest: Sumner P. Mills, Register.
A true copy.
Master Paul were week-end guests
everyone does h is : part the burden end at home.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
does not fall heavily on a few.
Mr. Herbert Kingsbury of South
NOTICE
Field.
___________________
Mrs. Alfred Johnson of Wayne is Framingham is the guest of his cous The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed Executor of the last will and
spending a few’ days with friends in,, G. E. Russell.
testament of De'ia G. Dodge late of New Viueyard
Im p o r t a n t Consideration.
at the Morse cottage. Mrs. Johnson
Geo. Snowman is at the Bliss in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
“ The future of the race,” says John
place for several w’eeks. The Sun mands against the estate of said deceased are deGalsworthy, “ depends more on the
sired,to present the same for settlement, and all
Miss Minnie indebted thereto are rc quested to make payment
K e e p y o u r L iv e r
A c t iv e
D n 'in K th e day school class of
morals of the women than on the mor
S u m m e r M o n t h s -K o le y C a t h a r t ic T a b 
Tracy
enjoyed
a
picnic
at Salmon Immediately.
als of the men."
le ta fu r S l u s s i s h L iver a n d C o n s t i
Elmer E. Richards
pa <ion.
Point ledge recently.
May 19. 1914
together, and also re-enforced with
It does beat a ll how q u ick ly F o le y
Ed. Fairbanks of Phillips is in
angle irons, to make the joints more C a th a rtic T a b lets liven you r liv er and
ov e rco m e con stip a tion .
N ey Oldham,
,
secure against the strain. The blade W im b erley , T exas, says: “ F o le y C a th a r town.
Mrs. Geo. Snowman received a
or cutting surface is made of an old tic T a b lets are the best la x a tiv e I ever
used. T h ey ta k e the place o f ca lo m e l.’’
saw blade, bolted to the box as shown W
h olesom e, s tir r in g and clea n sin g. No bad scare last Friday morning which
in illustration.
The horses are at g rip in g . A c o m fo r t to stou t person s. she is not anxious to repeat immed
R. H. PREBLE.
tached by a chain fastened to two iron
FOR
iately. She placed a kettle contain
hooks, one upon each side of the
CUNS AND
ing a small amount of fat on the
scraper. With two handles it is com
•(mil iiiinniinii iiittu 11111mini in n111iimmim in imu ii ii mii i iiiiii ihuiii in' _
F I S H -RC> DS
stove to heat. Being called to the
plete and ready to save many times its
door
to speak with a friend a few
William F. Nye is the great cost in small filling jobs.
I Catering to Up Slate” Folks I moments later she returned to the
est authority on refined oils in the
kitchen to find th* fat ablaze and
EVERY FARMER SHOULD HELP
world. He was the first bottler; has
the flames ceiling high. She gave
the largest business and N Y O iL
434 Congress St.,
the call for fire and then removed
Every Day’s Work Makes Roads Bet
is the best oil he has ever made.
ter if Done Intelligently— Mer
| PORTLAND, MAINE | the flaming kettle to an outer room.
chants Aid in Work.
No fire damage W’as done to the
NYOIL
Erected in 1911, and positively the only 1
Opposite State House, Boston, Mess.
house but several rooms were badly
Fireproof H o tel in the City
HAS NO EQUAL.
No man who farms should begrudge | Elevator Service, Private and Public | smoked. Mrs. Snowman fortunately
Offers room with hot and
Beware of scented mixtures caller,
the time he spends in grading, drag 1 Baths and every convenience for the com- |
cold water for $1.00 per day
escaped
with
only
slight
burns
on
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
and up, which includes free
ging and ditphing the highways. He | fort of guests including
where a light oil is needed. It pre
use of public shower baths.
must use them twelve months in the I HOT AND COLD RUNNING | the hands and a slight singeing of
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
year. Every day’s work makes them | WATER AND LOCAL AND | her hair. The services of the fire Nothing to Equal This in New England
tion.
a little better if the work is done in
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
DISTANCE TELE- I department were not needed.
Rooms with private baths
telligently. In many localities the | LONG
your firearms and your rod. You will
|
PHONE
IN
EVERY ROOM |
for $1.50 per day and up;
Loss of Appetite is commonly grad
merchants have aided in the work of
find it by far the best. Hardware and
suites of two rooms and bath
road betterment, and it seems ridicu 1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED § ual; one dish after another is set
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
for $4.00 per day and up.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
lous that their efforts should be dis 1 FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS | aside. It is one of the first indica
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
trusted by the farmers. Good roads | American Plan $2.50 per day, upward | tions that the system
is running
associations in every county will ! European Plan $1,00 per day, upward | down, and there is nothing else so
Strictly a Tr mperance Helel
W M . F. N Y E ,
eventually increase the value of all i Letters of inquiry regarding rates etc., promptly answered. H good for it as Hood’s Sarsaparilla—
Send for Booklet
i H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN, |
farming land.
New Bedford, Mass.
STOFFR F. f F4ITS G . r . Manager
P roprietors.
= the best of all tonics.
for

IIS CHASE HOUSE]

................................. .

Commonwealth .Hotel
Inc
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of New Haven are guests of Dr. and
nished a little more than half the; probable, though, that the Indians canoe seems to be passing, as peop- Mrs. Thomas U. Coe of Bangor at
derived
much
pleasure
from
the
le
become
m
ore
accustomed
to
its
amount, and the remainder came j
chase., even if the procuring thereby, use. They learn that it is really the Mt. Kineo.
from the Coeur d’Alene hatchery.
Mr. John Lamí on Heaton of New
“ We were particularly anxious to; of food was a vital necessity. The not the “ death trap” that they imYork,
on the editorial staff of the
question
as
to
whether
the
Indians
agined,
if
it
is
used
with
a
fair
doget the young trout out of the hatch-j
World,
is at W est Outlet Camps for
fished
for
pleasure
is
harder
to
angree
of
common
sense
and
discreteries to make way for the 5,000,000
Some ethnologist can study ion.
Rocking o f the boat is as the balance of July, and will spend
In the fiscal year ended June 30, whitefish eggs we desire, to hatch! swer.
He dangerous a pastime in a canoe as a week on a canoeing trip through
1914, Spokane county led all counties this fall,” stated Mr. Oliver in Spo that to his heart’s content
in the United States in number of kane recently.
“ The supply of whit j could also, if he wished to inject a it is in any other craft smaller than the nearby Streams.
A merry group of young ^ people
As long as there are
fish propagated and distributed in fish is being depleted rapidly. Theyj little human interest into his studies, a coal barge.
lakes and streams, according to fig have proven so popular that we want set himself to the answering of a- fools who find pleasure in this juv- were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
nother question, namely: Did never; enile form of amusement there will K. Tetsuka of Plainfield for a day’s
ures announced by County Fish Com to replenish the lakes with them.”
missioner A. J. Buzard, based on the
An automobile trip of 3*500 miles a young Indian brave take some be accidents, and as some of these sailing party with camp-fire din
report cf the United States depart through the wilds of northwestern Minnehaha of his tribe for a moon- fools will chance to be in canoes, ner at the mouth of Socateari Stream.
ment of commerce.
Canada and into Alaska,
many| light paddle along the still waters wheq they yield to their folly there Members of the party were Miss HelOver 300,000 trout and 100*000 bass miles of the way over roads and of the Connecticut or the smootjh i will continue to be cauoe accidents. Stotefibfiry, daughter of Col. LewMiss Katherine
fry were placed in tlie waters of this dimly marked trails that have never back waters of the Agawam, then IBut with careful handling the canoe, is W. Stotesbury,
county in that period, in addition to been traversed by an automobile, is untroubled by the impending doom js not a whit more dangerous than Clark, daughter of C. M. Clark of
Halsey,,
Itlie average round-bottomed rowboat, New York, Miss Helen
large numbers of perch, crappies and being undertjaken by Frank Fourniea, of commercial “ development” ?
sunfish.
Commissioner Buzard is formerly of Spokane, now a placer j Perhaps the red man never thought! and is far more steady than many daughter of Mrs. N. W. Halsey also
authority for the statement that the miner in the Juneau district of Alas-: of that use of his birch bark canoe, of the lighter oar-propelled cratt. of Plainfield, Miss Margery Cook,
In that case his paleface successor, This Joes not prove, however., that daughter of Mr. Vernon Cook of Bal
record will be shattered by a wide ka.
margin during the present year, as; Mr. Fourniea left Spokane this wee to whom he has handed down the it is wise for anyone who cannot timore, Mr. and Mrs. Tlieo. L. Shaw
2,500,000 trout fry alone will be to make the drive back to his Alas priceless heritage of the canoe, has swim to ride in a canoe or any! of Boston and Miss Keyo Tetsuka.
A mountain climb with picnic at
planted in Spokane river before June kan home.
Just what his route done him 1one better, for the modern small boat In water that is above
The canoe is winning the top of Mt. Kineo gave a day’s
will be Mr. Fourniea did not give adaptation of the Indian’s birch bark their depth.
30, 1915.
“ By making a plant of this size out, but stated that he would pass! is pre-eminently a social craft—for its way, and as the number of its fun to Mrs. Richard Bleakie of Tam
o
sensible users increases its undes- pico, Mexico, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
this year and continuing the pract through Phoenix and New Hazelton*
,
.
..
!
erved evil reputation will vanish.— Merriam, Milton, Mass., and Mrs.
ice for several years,, the Spokane B C., on his way through Canada.
It is probably this feature of the I g
Republican.
Thomas Dent, Jr., and Miss Gladys
At
Phoenix
he
expects
to
take
on
river will be the best trout fishing
canoe that has made it so popular,
____________________
Dent of New York.
river in the world,,’’ declares Mr. Buz an extra supply of 50 gallons of gas-, in Springfield that there are now on
Many campers are making for the
oline,
a
large
amount
of
oil
and!
ard.
He has made a study of con
Springfield waters 500 of these grace- JlK t M V T ^ F V O T F F S
great North woods:
Mr. and Mrs.
As he is fairly ful. noiseless boats, whose grace of
ditions in this river and says the other necessities.
J. 1 /E i ▼v / 1 l i t n J
Walter Hammitt and Mrs. T. O. Hamfamiliar with a large part of the design and ease of control surpass
food supply is abundant.
mitt of Brooklyn, are on the famous
The task of stocking the streams |trail he anticipates little trouble in! any type of boat that the white man
Allegash trip; Judge Edward Gray, H.
making
the
trip.
He
carried
a
sup-;
and lakes with fish and the fields |
has devised, with the possible ex
D. Lindsley and H. D. .Lindsley,, Jr.,
ply
of
extra
casings,
tubes,
a
small
|
and woods with game birds will bej
ception of the old New Bedford
of Dallas,, Tex., are camping for two
vulcanizer
and
other
devices
for
mak
started in August under the direction!
whale boats.
It gives one a shud
Horseback Climb to Top of Mount weeks on Churchill Lake; Mrs. J. W#
of the fish and game commission,! ing repairs.
der to think that if it were not for
McIntyre and Mr. Alfred R. Mc
which includes Mr. Buzard, A. F.|
the red men Springfieldians and oth
Kineo— Keen Competition for
Intyre, her son, are on Brassua Lake
Wieseman and A. G. Gray.
er Americans would be poling them
for two weeks.
W eekly Golf Handicap.
selves around the snaggy waters of
While the bulk of the trout will b !
Recent arrivals at the Mt. Kineo
their native streams in scow-shaped
-jQ ue aaAii euuJiodS
ni paouid
include:
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Mc
punts, Df the sort that make the
fort is to be made to stock some
Kesson
and
four children, Mrs. A.
(Special! to Maine Woods.)
background in photographs of Eng
more of the many lakes surround
Schulte and three daughters,, Mr.
Kineo, Moosehead Lake, July 25—
lish boat races.
Imagine punting
ing Spokane.
and Mr. Scarborough, Mr. and Mrs.
What is the oldest recreation act up the Agawam!
A misplaced Splendid weather with invigorating
Game Commissioner Wieseman will
J. L. Murphy,, Mr. and Mrs. Alexan
Baseball would thrust of the pole might land its air blowing off the big lake has
start next month to liberate 350 pairs ivity in Springfield?
der Torrence, Mr. Walter Gilless, Mr.
been
the
lot
of
the
summer
people
of Hungarian partridges and sever be the answer of nine people out of point in the heart of an old snag,
C. H. Pfeiffer, Mt. Austin B: Fletch
Yet there are at least three that would grasp it to Its decayed who are enjoying the delights of this
al hundred pairs of quail in Spokane ten.
er,, Mr and Mrs. Henry Feuchtwancounty.
The partridges
liberated pastimes now actively engaged in by bosom. Then the eager punter would wondeiful Moosehead country.
ger of New York: Mr. and Mrs.
in Spokane county this spring have many local people that antedate base be pulled out of his boat and hang
All tlie mid summer pastimes are Morris Brandon, Atlanta* Ga.; Dr.
done surprisingly well and big ball by several hundred years. They to his frail pole like a monkey on a finding their devotees, with motor and Mrs. Chas. D. Bennett and
coveys are found in all sections of are hunting, fishing and canoeing. stick, while the punt with its fair boating, golf and horseback riding daughter8f Newark, N. J.’ ; Mr. John
the district.
Mr. Wieseman hopes The Indians, who many hundred and probably frantic cargo would go the leading outdoor sports, and. mod-1 c Leef Easton> Pa.; Mr and Mrs.
d bring about an open season on years ago decided that the Connect drifting downstream.
ern dancing keeping the younger winchester Bennett* Now Haven,
icut valley was a good place in
partridges next year.
In spite of its great antiquity as members o f the colony busy evenings Ct.; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S. Elliott,
From 4,500,000 to 5,000,000 trout which to live, engaged in all three a sport or a means o f transportation, in the large ball room of the new Mt.
Wilmington, Del.; Mr. and Mrs. Rob
fry,, about equally divided between of these activities that now afford and the vogue it had some 20 years Kineo House.
ert Rantoul, Air. T. Cooper, Miss
eastern brook,, rainbow and
cut' recreation to thousands of the des ago, when the canoe meets were not
Keen competition marked
the Fosdick, Mr. F. C. Downing* Mr. Ar
throat, have been liberated in the cendants of the palefaces who dis able events, the general popularity weekly g olf handicap.
Mr. J oh n th u r W. Barker, Mr. Joseph T. W.
streams of northern Idaho the last possessed the red men.
of canoeing is the development of Hutchins, Mr. Theo. L. Shaw of Bos- Battls, Mr. John McDonald, Mr. and
To be sure, the status of these ac the last dozen or 20 years, and the
month, according to D. L. Oliver of
ton and Dr. Ellice MicDonald of New Mrs. W. Edwards, Mr. Chas. HildSandpoint, deputy state game war tivities as recreations in the Indian last half-dozen years have seen the Yorlq, being tied at 82 for low gross red, Mr. and Mrs. John Brooks of
It is greatest advance in the interest in
den.
The Sandpoint hatchery fur times is somewhat uncertain.
score, in a field of thirty, Mr. Shaw Boston; Mr. C. C. Wilder, Spring
this city.
For many years the winning the play off.
Mr. H. K. field; Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson*
guides of the Maine woods have us Tetsuka won the prizes for low net Salem; Mr. and Mrs. J<ihn S. Wheated canoes on the rough, snaggy score.
on, Jr., Pawtucket; Mr. G. G. Brown,
streams of the great woods region of
The week’s motor boat race was Mr. Needham B. Brown, Lawrence;
the Pine Tree state.
First they
captured by Commodore A. B. War- Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Judkins« Mr.
used birch canoes of the Indian type,
lug’s boat, the Ioneta, which start- K - S.
Frisbia, Portland; Mr. L.D.
but gradually they evolved a better
ing last chased the other contest-, Case» Hartford; Rev. Wm. G. Mann*
material, canvas over cedar plank
ants over the ten mile course,, winJ Miss L. E. Mann, W estbrook;
Dr.
ing, while they retained carefully
ning in the final hundred yards.
A and Mrs. Clarence Staples,Miss
the lines of the birch bark models.
^
large crowd witnessed the struggle Mar7 G- Newton* Malden; Mrs. SteThus the canvas and cedar, or, as
^
porch ^ ^
Moosehead phen Wheatland, Topsfield* Mass.;
it is popularly called, the "canvas
Lake Yacht Clubhouse.
Officers Mr .and Mrs. J. Arnold Norcrosa*
canoe, is a Maine product, and twofor the day were H. J. Genung, Mad New Haven.
thirds of the canoes of this type used
ison, N. J., a . W. Merriam, Milton,
in the East are manufactured in
Japanese Deniea Luxuries.
Old Town, Me., that has come to be
“ “ Hedry'
Pottsvllle,
The most expensive single fruit In
known as the canoe city.
In re-[ ^ 7 £ ^
° ° ' L. W. Stotesbury the Japanese fruit stores is the nateucent years new manufactories have!
’
* °°® y o
ew York, mikan, a species of grapefruit (Citrus
starters.
decumana), which sells throughout the
sprung up along the Great lakes,
Mr. Thos. Dent, Jr., of New York winter for 7 ^ cents each. These are
where canoeing has leaped in popularity.
Detroit has almost as many was runner-up and Col. L. W. Stotes not eaten in great quantities hy the
class ©£ people, who make the great
canoes as automobiles—and that is' bury winner of an afternoon putting
in which twenty ladies and gentle fruit-buying population in the United
saying a lot.
States. The average income of the
men participated.
The first canoes appeared on loc
Japanese family of four is about $150
eu enant ( ommander L. R. Stotes a year. This sum does not leave much
al waters a good many years ago.
The river was naturally enough the bury and his wife accomplished the margin for the purchase of luxuries.
first canoeing ground, but more re unusual feat o f climbing to the top
cently the center of interest seems of Mt. Kineo on horseback Monday.
to have been transferred to the- Wat- Other enthusiastic riders here are
ershops pond, or Massasoit lake, as Capt. and Mrs. Samuel T. Moore, U.
some of the lovers of that attract S. A., of Washington.

SPOKANE LEADS
ALL COUNTIES

SUMMER PASTIMES

CANOEING IN
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- Catches by the neck o f body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
without injuring the pelt. A ‘
mane feature that is very com 
mendable; BESIDES IT S A V E S
E V E R Y FUR FOR THE T R A P 
PE R. T he only trap ever co n 
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
ing furs of mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
per gets every pelt.
H I M C brings illustrated Guide
U I ff l L giving the first time in
print the treasured secrets o f the
wisest old trappers in this country.
It’s worth dollars to you.

A

PPERS’ SUPPLY CO.;

Boj IV, ~ OAK PARK ILL

ive body of water prefer to call it.
Yet the river still floats a great
many of the descendants of the birch
bark, and it Is likely that there
may be a revival of interest In can
oeing on the river if the develop
ment for industrial purposes of the
Agawam meadows does not spoil the
eauties of the Agawam within the
next season or two.
The Springfield canoe association
did much to make the sport popular,
and while Its club runs are not giv
en so ofteq as in former years* the
effect of its encouragement will al
ways be felt by local canoeists. Its
more recent fellow-organization, the
Massasoit canoe club, is popular and
has a steadily increasing member
ship.
A good many of the mem
bers of the Roekrimmon boat club
are enthusiastic canoeists,, too, and
at several of the down-river clubs
and camps canoes are used enthus
iastically.
A good deal o f the old fear of the

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feuchtwanger
of New York have opened their KinChildren are subject to many min
tu “ettage for tlie season.
Mr.
or Ills, which unchecked
speedily
Feuchtwanger is rear Commodore o f
turn into serious sickness.
Moosehead Lake Yacht Club, and
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine given
one of the best golfers in the sum
promptly, checks these little ills.
mer colony.
Used regularly as a Tonic, it is a
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Wheaton, Jr.,
splendid preventative of
Childhood
of Pawtucket are guests of Mr, and
ills.
Mrs. G. M. Thornton at the Mt. Kin
For relief of stomach and bowel
eo.
Daily trips to Mr. Thornton’ s
troubles, it is unsurpassed.
camp at Socatean on the Thornton
Eastbrook, Me.:
boat, the Edimar, are taken, Miss
Edith and Miss Margery Thornton
“ I OIld my tamiIy UBe " U F'" At‘
being members of the party
! w00d’e Medlc1” 6 frp6ly' keebln* “
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S. Elliott of ln„thf. i T .V L ” 1! , 11“ ! ! '.
It is beneficial In many ways, es
Wilmington, Del., and Air. and Mrs.
pecially for children, who have so
Harvey J. Genung of Madison, N. J.„
many little complaints with stomach
were among those recently welcomed
and bowels.”
back at Kineo.
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Jellison.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. L ee of EastSafeguard
Your children with the
ton, Pa., joined the Slieafers at their
big
35
cent
bottle—
at all dealers.
cottage within the past few days;
FREE Sample by mail from
bis mother, Airs. L. Slieafer and Les
lie Sheafer are expected shortly.
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Arnold Norcross Me.

Must Be Watched
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HONORS FOR

COTTAGES ARE
ALL OCCUPIED
DR. THAYER

Won Three of Four Events In Cast Many Guests are Also Stopping at
ing Tournament.

the Two Hotels.

1

field; Clara 0. Varney, Bath; Chester ting in the row boat there in the O L D T R A P -S H O O T E R S M E T
AT
C. Stanley and wife, E E. Seavey, M. pool and gracefully sending her fly
BRUNSWICK
E. Twcimey, Julia O. Twomey, Mary
over the water.
Miss Fair uses a,,
Twomey, M. J. Coffey, chauffeur, Bos
light
rod
and
small
fly and all are
^ Iarge m m iber° f local trap-shootton; Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Baxter,
ers attended a reunion of the “ oldGrand Rapids, Mich.; W. M. Morse, congratulating her on bring,ng to, guard” of Malne trap.shootera u
Wm. C. Minahan, Orono; Clarence H. net a trio of salmon which weighed Brunswick, July 29. About 49 were
Philbriek, Josiah K. Burrill, Provid 4 pounds, 3 pounds 7 ounces and 4 present and took part in a team
ence, R. I ; Mrs.' J A. Decker. Ray- pounds 4 ounces,
shoot consisting of two fifteen-bird
mond Decker, Harold Marsh, city; J.
Tom W. Miner who has returned watches, regular fire, and a special
H. Moulton, M. D. Leighton. P.L. Rob
to New York for a business trip andi twenty-bird m atch’under the old rule
erts and wife, RumforJ; Edward Eat
will return for his family the first of that the shooter must have his gun
on, H. G. Smith, Albert Hedges, H. B.
Lewis, Foxboro, Mass.; E L* furke September, was successful in catch- under his.arm when the bird was re3 leased,
and party, Omaha, V t.; unknown party iug a nice pair of salmon,, one
from Los Angeles, Cal.; W. W. Still- j P°urids>the other 4 pounds 9 ounces.. The shoot <was held at the Brunsman, M. M. Stillman, Hartford. Conn ; I S' H> Palmer of Milford, Penn,wick Country Club.
One team, the
Neil Twomey, New York; Edward e .’ |records another salmon 3 pounds 1 “ Tramps” was captained by J. D.
Lynch, P. G. Meyer, Wilton.
.
jounce. John S. Doane of Boston one Libby of Gardiner, the other team,
------------j the same size.
the “ Terrors’’ was 'captained
by
, E, I. Atlee of Germantown, Penn. George Thompson of Bath.
The
i
today landed liis first salmon, 3 Tramps won the* shoot by a score of
!
pounds 4 ounces.
, ^39 to 678.

(Special Correspondence.)
Dame Nature, always capricious,
Weld, August 3, '1914.
played havoc with the tournament of
Hon. and Mrs. HfB. Austin of, Phil
the Rod and Reel club, held at Buttonwood creek recently, for out of the lips have opened Camp Bedlam on the
south she brought a wind which blew in west side for the month of August.
the face of the contestants, and put
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harlow of Bos
many of their best efforts in casting to ton with their family are at their Log
naught.
Camp on the west shore for a few
But in spite of her caprices the mem weeks.
bers had a joyous afternoon and some
Mrs. Samu isCutting and Miss Marjofine scores were made.
rie Cutting of Cambridge, are at Camp
The honors of the afternoon were Norway for a rew weeks. Mr. Cutting
if1 A M P f P
\N Fi~)
Saturday on the noon boat a party
A feature of the meet was the
carried off by Dr. Thayer, who won will join them later for his vacation.
■
|of five from Germantown, Penn., who shooting of E. G. Peterson of Portthree out of the four contests. In the
Mrs. Taylor of Boston is' the guest of
________
for several summers have been very ^and wbo is over 80 years old. The
bait casting contest he made a score of |Mi3‘g j 0^
p ~ ^
camp< Mae-wae\popular guests arrived. They were high guns were E. J. Hodgsdon of
101 2-5. in the long distance fly casting gwam.
Fair Young Angler Gels Three Re- Dr. and Mrs. Frank B. Gremmey., Mr. Lewiston who had perfect scores
99; and in,the accuracy test 98 9-15, E.
Miss
Morse
of
Worcester
will
spend
and Mrs. E. I. Atlee and daughter, in botl1 15-bird matches and a fifteen
M. Slocum made the high score in the ,
cord Fish— Little Miss Has a
the next few weeks at Camp Ríante
Miss Margaret Atlee.
When they! score in the 20-bird match for a totsurf casting contest, 1G2 1-5.
Rive.
reached the dock judge their sur1°> and Parker Read of PortThe full summary was as follows:
Happy Birthday
prise to find in waiting the “ jigger”«, ^and "who had two 13 scores and made
Mrs.
Ray
Hicks
of
Colebrook,
N.
H.,
SURE CASTING.
which was decorated with wild flow- ^9 in the 20-bird match for the. same
is the guest o f her mother, Mrs. D. B.
162 1-5
E. M. Slocum,
Following the shoot the
Swett fcr a few weeks.
ers, flags, etc., and old Kit, . the total.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
159-3-5 1
W. G. Potter,
r
(horse, with a large* fancy blanket. Tramps had dinner at New Meadow's
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bedell
and
daughter
158 1-5 !
Sumner Irish,
Upper Dam, July 31—The
last The coachman> 0 rin Dyke, and the1Inn at the expense of the Terrors,
144 3-5 Let lie of Auburn, were the guests of day of July is a perfect one and it reception committee, Dr. Wister, E.
Austin Howland,
Tlie Iocal men at the shoot and
Mrs.
D.
B.
Swett
a
few
days
last
week.
94
L. D. Chapman,
has been bright for little ones who p Van Dugen
Tom Miner and the scores which they made follow:
Miss
Charlotte
A.
Mathewson
of
BAIT CASTING
in fantastic costum e,tram ps, George Cobb, Auburn, 41;
Providence is boarding at Bert Brown’s are the sunshine of the place and Geo Min
101 2-5
W. H. Thayer,
come first.
This Is the eighth birth-1 w e ^ t le r ^ an any circus and Horace Day, Auburn, 33; G. M.
for the next few weeks.
100 3-5
L. D. Chapman,
lagting lmpregsfon aa thev; Collins, Auburn, 33; Ernest Clason,
Will Goodwin and friends from Mexi- day of Suzanne, the sweet little made
78 2-3
W. G. Potter,
Terrors-G .
It.
i cqare staying at the Goodwin carnp at daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James W .;escorted the party> and when they Lisbon Falls* 26;
Wister of Philadelphia and at 4;reached the end of the gate house! HunnewelL Auburn. 37; W. Day, AuFLY CASTING DISTANCE
1the foot of the lake.
NET.
GRO SS.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones of Newton, who o’clock p. m. a party was given in gome 4Q of the guegts were waiting burn, 42; C. E. Conner, Auburn, 23;
joined the procession, amid Joba McMurray, Auburn, 16.
99
80
came by auto the first of the week for her honor at their cottage. N i n e .
W. H. Thayer,
90 1-2 a month, returned during the week on children were present; Suzanne and, (,heers of weicome and proceeded to! Tbere were many shooters present
73
L. F. Potter,
her little brother Daniel Wister, Au- the bote](> stopping at the “ on ly!fr°m Augusta, Gardiner, Richmond
Scratch
85
j account of the illness of Mr. Jones.
L. D. Chapman,
77
Mr. Montone and Mr. Baxter of New gusta and sister Julieanne Miner, store in town,” then calling on Chef and Bath.
45
J. Cook,
74
j Haven, who have been staying at Mrs. Malcolm Grant, George Miner* Doro Hendle and giving cheers, they then
58
C. E Hunt,
------------------------------i Tainter’ s for the past two weeks, re- thy,, Lawrence and baby Mildred Cha disbanded for dinner. * The party
FISH AND GAME MATTERS.
FLY CASTING -ACCU RACY.
wick. The little hostess and her
much appreciated the hearty w el-'
I
—'----- —
98 9 15 ! tnrned home last Friday.
W. H. Thayer,
Miss Marion Jones o f Newton, Mass., mother were dressed in yellow and come and attention received and will
98
7-15
“ Maine sportsmen are
indignant
L. D. Chapman,
white. First games were played on
97 6-15 is the guest of Mrs. Bragg at Woronofor weeks to come be of this “ big over the new federal law respecting
L. F. Potter,
co.
the lawn, then all were invited into and happy Dam family.”
the shooting of woodcock.
The old
Judge—A. T. Smith.
Mrs. Spanhoffd and daughter, Wilhel- the camp where there was for the
Distance Marker—W. S. Bourne.
Later all welcomed Mrs. Geo. F. law allowed shooting to begin the
mina of Washington, D. C., are at Mrs children a long table beautifully dec
15th of September; the new federal
Tainter’ s for the rest of the season. orated with yellow and white with Brown and her friend, Mrs. F. W.
Prof. Spanhoffd who is teaching at the a birthday cake, lighted candles and Reeder also of Germantown, Penn. l8W says tliat sllootiD£ shall not besummer school at U. o f P., wiil join his playroom favors, bouquets of butter Mrs. Reeder comes for the first sea- gln before the lst of October. Our
son and is greatly charmed with the Datlve woodcock start to migrate the
family later.
The little folks were seated and the plaCe and fascina*ed with fly fishof September, practically every
Dr. Bragg and Mrs. Bragg of Bel The
little folks were seated and the
which
native bird that is that has been
mont, opened their bungalow, Worono- ladies from the hotel were invited ~
. .
1 10 ner- Dr. matnot*/.1 QT1^ „ ¡ . . a . ~
,
________
co last week. They have as guests to share the ice cream cake* candies Gremmey invited Mrs. Reeder to go Z !
t and
° away for the Southcoun'
cream* cake,, candies ^ ln ^ ^
^
^ ^ flrgt time ty is off
by
Mrs. Bragg's mother, Mrs. Sawyer, and orangeade. As a party with
The season heCount on Portsmouth-Portland Road and her niece. Miss Dorothea Gray.
fishing left'ou t at Up^er Dam
« üalm.,the lst of 0ctoberShows Enormous Traffic.
i ^ r- and ^ rsField of Phillips n m t e ¿ôm nü te'th eV aîî fis’ hld'frôm on that declded t0 » » k e a run up to *1“ 8 ^ assach M atts a few days
; have opened Camp Echo on the west %
p o o r ánd prltty Z e
toTs tba da» aad ‘ * * ^aps out of the afler tbis' Tbls » aaaa
-----------side. They had as guests recently Mrs. (•aught'on thTii h ^ ." 's it 5 n 7 o n " lh T ” ter; ,but « « ^
^ p t a watch of b M s raised bere « “ be 8b°‘ b^<>
atsps the
Z
Z
L
e
n
l
'
J
Ttmir
picture'th®
^
^
t
y
wMch
was netted b«
t can
»e shot flight.”
in Massachusetts on
Automobile tourists come into Maine N. U. Hinkley o f Brooklyn, N. Y., mo steps
children had their picture after &
d
their
migration
at the rate of over one every minute, ther of Mrs. Field; Misses Mabel Startaken and at
o.clock all offering wei hed b t t
ounces more the
After reading the above, Chairman
according to a two hours' count made bird of Boston, Elzte Oldham, Farmingcongratulations for Miss Suzanne who
ou*
“ ®re ^
Wilson of the Fish and Game Cornton;
Mrs.
J.
W.
Brackett,
Miss
Miriam
on the road between Portland and
received many nretty gifts, the party ^
mission said that there was a good
Portsmouth one Saturday afternoon E. Brackett, Mes-rs. R. H. Pr ble and ended and may these little ones for on tne recora b00k.
f
.
R.
H.
Trecartin,
Phillips.
recently.
many years
come on July 31 gath- . ■
^
Geo. 8 Tennant and tamiMr. and Mrs. Chester Sturtevant of
The count was taken between 2.30
and 4.30 and was made by an automo- Livermore Falls, with their children,
—
* Boston cm
o Z up
abl atba‘
*
the matter with our delegation in
bile party bound to. York Beach. Dur- 1 are
Camp Recreation for two weeks, birthday with this little Philadelphia
’ la oa i8 their
Congress with a view to having the
ing that time the party passed nearly
Mrs. Clara Stevens of Buffalo, N. Y. girl whom everyone hues
Clarence R. Young of New York.
T ie fIaS is again flying at Camp necessary changes made in the laws,
130 automobiles coming into Maine, is th*- g uest 01 her mother, Mrr. Hoaswho
was
here
for
a
spring
fishing'
Bellevue
as Dr. Norton Downsand| “ Sportsmen think
anadditional
bearing tags of states other than Maine don - or two weeks$
employed through Aua record of a little over one every minMrs. Sarah D. W heelerof Cambridge, trip* accompanied by Mrs. Young, Iparty of Philadelphia have arrived mari Sh0u]d
j for an extended stay. The Doctor gUst ci0Se ^jme on black ducks to
ute. Practically all of these machines! Mass., is the guest of relatives and came Saturday for a short stay.
Joseph NaughtoD of
Richmond is accompanied by three children, prevent the poachers breaking
up
carried baggage and to every appear- friends for a week.
j
will the flocks and killing the birds durance were tourists bound into the state.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Rowell were in Hill, L. I., N. Y.jj and wife and son, MrS. Downs, who is in Europe
Josepli, Jr., who have been sp en d in g join the family in September. The ing that month.”
. In addition 40 Maine automobiles 1 town Sunday.
above clipping also brought
were passed bound east and considerDr. and Mrs. Maurice W. Russell of a few days here are now at Vive Vali Doctor s brother and family, Dr. Robstatement that >the commission
able over 100 automobiles of various / Providence are at Camu Wooglin for Camp on the Narrows with Joe Mor-j eft Downs and their father, Dr. R. N.
ris, guide.
Roberts, make up the party and may -would undoubtedly be willing to prostates were counted going west.
tbe month of August.
The automobile tourist tide has now
Mr. and Mrs. ! aylor and daughter,
Last Sunday morning just before th e ' day s bnnS to them health and vjde such a man if requested, just
set in in earnest and it is expected that and Mrs. Hall o f North Jay, spent Sun- sunrise a smoke was discovered in happiness while at their beautiful as they have heretofore and propose
to do at certain times of the year,
the next two or three weeks will see a day in t° wnthe boat house at Moses Goldsmith's summer camp here in Maine.
Dr. and Mrs. Bigler and Dr. O. H.
constant stream of machines pouring
One
afternoon
this
week
as
George
where needed.
camp and several from the nearby
in over the Portsmouth and Portland Haines of Philadelphia will spend the places arrived too late to save the Thomas, the guide, with a picnic j
--------------------------road. While this highway is handling next three weeks at the Maples.
10,000 dollar steamboat and the con party were returning from Sandy
Not a Pleasant Occupation.
Mrs. King of Melrose arrived in town
the greater part of the traffic large
A citizen who believes that a certain
tents of the boat house. Mr. Gold Cove,, they noticed inside the wire
numbers are also coming through the Saturday and will spend the month.
smith, who was in New York at the ience pu(^ up to keep the deer from thing should be done called at the
Hiram Drake o f Aloany, N. Y ., is
Fryeburg a d Bethel gateways.
time arrived this week, and we under-i eating the garden sass , a little Globe office and said, “ You can scold
the guest of Dr. Bragg at Woronoco.
stand there was no insurance, buti^a'n’n- H was a handsome creature, the people’ into 'doing it.” But we
Charles Haslam of Providence is a
do hot wish to become a common
IT
PAYS
TO
A D V E R T IS E
IN
it is very fortunate that the cam p covered with white spots and George
guest at the Lake Webb House for a
i
,.
„ , , „ . , . .. .
v ._ scold. People are becoming tired of
M A IN E W O O D S.
which
is
beautifully
furnished,
w as caught him and brought him in
his
haying otherfe teI1 them what they
month.
not
burned.
The
family
is
expected
arms
down
to
tJhe
hotel
for
all
to.
Bb0Uid do.—Atchison Globe.
Mrs. B. J. Brown, Jr., Merrill W.
see, and the children all gathered aBrown and Beatrice Brown of Provid in a few days for a stay of several
M A P S O F M A IN E
round and bad a picture taken.
To Get Rid of Ants.
ence, are guests at the Lake Webb weeks.
Sprinkle the piace infested with red
R E S O R T S A N D R O A D S House for the month of August.
mi *
i i
Then they put the little deer on the
The true angler is glad that this*
.
,,
. , ,
, , ,, ,
lawn and watched it for some time pepper or powdered borax or paint
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
Recent guests at the Lake Webb famous
old pool is closed to fly fish
for maps of the fishing regions of the House are: George H. Lomas, Mrs. ing only, for although all know there before it went back of the camps and with a pure solution of carbolic acid.
Follow the trail of the ants to the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
Lomas, Miss Anna C. Lomas, Master are many big trout and salmon hid- no doubt was met by its anxious place of entrance an# use the prevent
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50 George B. Lomas, Misses A. J. Thorn- i ing in the pool, ;it takes much skill inotber- ___________________
ive freely.
Somerset County
.50 ley, Alice R. Thomley, Millie Thomley, and time to catch
one, and day
_ .. _
, .
Oxford County
.50 Howard W. Thomley, Albert Carpen
¡after day there will be from two or
Johnny was sent to the cellar to
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50 ter, Mrs. J. M. Mackenzie, Miss Mari j three to eight or ten sending their- draw a pj^her of cider. When he got
Washington Couniy
.50 on Mackenzie, Pawtucket, R. I.; Miss fly over the water, but fish as many) back the guest commended him. “ You
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 Charlotte *A. Mathewson, Mrs. B. J.
must have good judgment to have
Geological map of Maine
35 Brown, Jr., Merrill W. Brown, Bea as may, and as long as they will,
there Is no fear of the fish all being filled the pitcher so accurately in the
R. R. map of Maine
.35
trice Brown, Charles R. Haslam, Pro caught,, and only now and then is dark without running it over.” “Aw,
Androscoggin County
.3 5
Cumberland County
.35 vidence, R. I.; R. S. Dockum, Water- one killed* for all know a fish if that ain't hard,” replied Johnny. “Yer
see, when the cider got up to the
Hancock County
.50 bury, Conn.; R. H. Cassens, Belfast.
No mailer how new or how old your gun, it needs
caught on the fly can be returned,, first joint of my thumb I stopped.”
“ 3 in O n e ." Trigger, shell extractor, Hammer, break
Kennebec County
.35
Recent arrivals at the Maples are W.
joints— every action part of any guq^works easier,
Knox C/Ounty
.35
unharmed to the water.
surer, truer, if oiled with 3 in One. it cleans guu
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35 J. Hill, Henry Littlejohns, Mr. and
barrels inside and out, removes residue of burnt
During the last ten days but eight
S o m e w h a t Risque.
powder; black or smokeless. Positively prevents rust
Penobscot County
.50 Mrs. F. F. Talbot, George F. Talbot,
in any climate or weather. Will not gum or dry out.
“ Twobble prides himself on calling
Waldo County
-3d Helen Searles Marsh, M. P. Frank, i record fish have been caught and
“ 3 in O ne“ also cleans and polishes stock.
York County
.35 Portland; Edythe M. Marsh, Bessie I three of these by a fair young ang- a spade a spade.” “ Quite so, but what
F D E C Try this good oil on your gun at our expense.
I I l L L Write for sample bottle and booklet—“ both
his conversation offensive is
free. Library Slip in every package. 3 IN ONE
J. W BRACKETT CO., Hackett, Nellie A. Lander, Farm |ler, Miss Beatrice E. Fair of East makes
Oil
CO.,
,2 4 New St., NEW YORK CITY.
the
fact
that
he
doesn’t
confine
him
ington; Donald Chick, Texas; E. E. |Orange, N. J., who with Ernest Grant
Phillips
Maine. Holman, Mrs. Charles Stanley, Dix- their guide, greatly enjoys sit- self to spades.”
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to FLY ROD’S
NOTE BOOK

through the woods, the journey
Co. at Hillman.
Tlie ceremony was performed by occupy a month.
Mr. J. L. Murphy, well known actI tlie Rev. P. J. Clifford of Smyrna
Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. cr, who la s played Kerry Gow, for
Marsh, life-long friends of the bride thirty-three years,, and Mrs. Murphy
Mrs.
and groom, were
the
attendants. are enjoying Kineo delights.
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
By F ly Rod
The bride was very attractively gown Murphy gave pleasure to the so
I took a day off this week and
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake ed in white and
the conventional journers here with a program o f wish I could find words to tell how
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
strange, yet readings Friday evening.
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo wedding garb seemed
much it brought to me, which like all
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
beautiful,
against
the
background
of
Recent arrivals at the Mt. Kineo pleasant memories, will last,
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of try log walls, covered by all the
usual include Mr. Thos. Jewell Hallowell , t was Wednesd
and , was com.
fishing the whole season The house and
ornament—rifles, deer heads, and family, Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan
camps are new and have all modern conven wall
out froJn dlnner at the „ ange.
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
wood> trophies of a Maine lumber A. Holmes, Miss T. C. Marshall, Miss
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
U k e House_ when my fr!end of
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun camp.
E. Richard, Mr. Robert E. Jennings many years,,*Mrs. Daniel P. Hays of
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
After the ceremony an elaborate! and family, Mrs. Rufus E. Moore
New York and dauglcier greeted me
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
wedding dinner was served— in cam p!an(i daughter,, Mr. C. Barry Mead.,:
Write for ¡booklet.
and asked, “ When are jyou to keep
C. the promise made last year to spend
PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up style— with the usual tin plates and Mr. F. A. Cott and family, Mr.
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce mugs, all the woodsy flavor of
the Roe Gardner, Mr. W . M. Flood, Mr.
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
a day with us at Camp Ray?’’ (As
YORK CAM PS,
occasion preserved. During the af Ralph Peters,, Jr.r Miss Majorie SillSend for circular and reference.
RANGELEY, MAINE
there Is no time like the present I
C. A. SPAULDING. Caratunk. Maine.
ternoon there was a rifle match be cocks,, Mrs. Harry C. Palmer, Mrs.
quickly answered, “ I’ll come tomor
The G arry P on d G am ps
tween the Maine woods as repres Robert A. Osborn, Mrs. H. J. Lamar
row if you iwish.’ ’
And the hearty
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout ented by the best man—the navy— ¡Washington, Miss Elizabeth Osborne,
“ W e shall be delighted and will meet
fishing and good accommodations.
and the clergy, as should he upon Mr. E. W. Dayton,, Mr. Edward C. you wit]l our boat at Gakes. wharf,
F I S H I
Send for Booklet.
such an occasion the clergy won. Ely, Mr. Henry P. Dole,, Mr. and Mrs.r j left Rangeley on the 8 o’clock
AT
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
The happy couple will spend their Ernest L. Simpson of Manhattan, ( gteamer lhe neXt morning and Chas.
John Carville’s ©am ps Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. honeymoon in the Maine woods, re
Miss
C. J. McKee,
Miss Esther, iIamiirb tlie obliging captain, kindly
at S p rin g L ake
turning after a few weeks’ stay to Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Siegrist, left me R r n;y waiting friends in
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
their home in Madbury, N. H.—A Brooklyn; Dr. W. Bryan, fctaten, Is- tbe boat, two charming New York
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
C O T TA G E TO R E N T
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
special in Bangor Daily News.
purest of spring water and the table ¡3 first-class,
land, Mr. Geo. P. Black, Palmer gir|g^ ]viiss Bessie Hays, who has just
For the Season of 1914
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Black,, Glen Co\ e, L. 1-, Miss A. L. come f rom her class reunion at Wellery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
Pratt, Richmond Hill, L. I.
esley College and sister, Miss Mabel,
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring One of the best log cottages on the
Completely
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. lake and in ideal location.
The arrivals of a large group of who gave classical readings with
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family furnished, running water, baths and
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Philadelphians is a notable fact °f Miss Ida Benfy Judd last winter
Aillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms everything in first-class condition. We
have several other very desirable Sum
the week, among them being Mr. and when not busy with her Settlement
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Mrs. Harold P. Freeman, Mr. Clar- work in New York,
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
ence Freeman of St. Davids,
Mr.
rpbe g jrjs €an handle the
oars
SA D D LE BA C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the able prices.
James H. Brooks and family oi 0 ' er' nioSf skilfully and we were soon at
R angeley R egion. Booklet.
Furbish
&
Herrick.
Social Life Unusually Brilliant at brook; Re\. and Mrs. W . R. turner the wharf in front of Camp Ray on
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas. Maine
Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.
of Overbrook; Mrs. R. W. Downing tbe lake si10re a short distance above
JIM POND G A M P S
this Popular Resort.
and family of Torresdale; Mr. and: Oakes’. Mrs. Hays made me most
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Mrs.
Edwin Chapin Deardon and >wo wejcoine for
there not “ heart room
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard *?Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
children, Mrs. Edgar T. Warburton, where there lis hearth room ?”
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
•road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Kineo, Moosehead Lake, Me,’, Aug. Mrs. George D. B. Darby,, Miss Janet
Last year Mr. Hays, who is a law
for booklet.
Caratunk, Me.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
1.—With interest in the outdoor life Darby, Mr. Douglass Darby, Master yer 'and for twenty years has been
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
at its height and unusual activity Donald Darby, Mr. W. W. W alton a guest at Mountain View, purchas
in social functions, especially mod- and family, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mc- ed this lot of land and built a most
ern dancing, the midsummer period Lean, their daughter and two sons, attractive but unconventional camp,
has arrived at this beautiful North Mil J. B. Kinley and family, Dr. and wbere tbe family com e to ispend the
Mrs. S. MacCuen Smith, Mrs. Allen, suinmer in the open.
ern resort.
_______
______________
_____
____
Mrs.
W. A. Rogers, Miss Elizabeth
Mrs. Hays who is a real lover of
Unparalleled
interest
has
been
man
H . M. C A S T N E R , Prop’r.
and Lewis Smith, Dr. Jay F -|home life, has taught her daughters
A back copy of the Ashland Gaz ifested in golf. The amateur record
Portland,
Maine
ette lias the following:
F. E. Jor for 18 holes on the Kineo links was j Schamberg and family, Mr. and Mrs.|tbe art c f j(c ooking a good dinner, of
|which, they gave me proof.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for genson of Haywood, chief warden broken by Mr. George E. Marcus of W. H. Arrott.
Arrivals at the Mt. Kineo from
Perhaps there is no one around
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports for northern Aroostook is the proud New York who won low medal cup
men. All farm, dairy products, pork possessor of a handsome trophy for best gross score in a competit New England points include Mr. L. these lakes who better loves and has
and poultry from our own farm, enabl which he secured at the annual meet ion, twenty-five participating. Mr. R. Bolton,, Mr. T. R. Bradford, Mr. a «'closer friendship with
nature in
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and A. S. Elliott of Wilmington captured and Mrs. Edward Edwards.. Mr. Chas.jail moods than this family,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
a L. Hildred, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Web-i I.regretted
that
Mr.Hays was no
Game Association held at Mountain low net prizes. The final in
American plan. Send for circular.
View House, Rangeley Lakes, July match play handicap, thirty contest-! her, Mr. F. Q. Avery, Mr. A. M .iat home, but a letter from him writ
ing, furnished the
most thrilling Marcel of Boston;
Miss Florence ten at Kennebago the
day before
Camps at Long 2, 3 and 4.
struggle
ever
witnessed
on
th
e1
Wood,
Attleboro;
Ray
Norton,
3rd
told
o
f
¡the
good
fishing
and that he
The prize is a beautiful solid silPond.
M any
course,
^toert Nyeof Springfield,
and Janies Welch, 3rd, Great Barring- had seen sixteen deer in their forenver
cup
bearing
the
following
out-lying ponds,
Mass., and Col. L. W. Stotesbury of ton; Mr. a n d ' Mrs. F. M. Dunn, B a n -e st home.
graved words:
S.. C. HARDEN,
Write
New York being tied at the end of gor; Mr. Chas. J. Kickham, BrookMrs. J. J. Corn and children have
Rangeley, Maine Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game 18 holes. For two more rounds they line; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buzzell, jcome from New York to spend the
Association
came in all even, 72 holes being re Exeter; Mrs. H. Sawin, Soutliboro, summer near her parents, and letMOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Mountain View, Me.
AND LOG CAMPS.
quired to complete the match, Mr. Mass.; Miss Anna Whiting, Newton; ters from Ipart of the family in Eiv
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region
1914
Mr. S. W . Philbrick,. Skowliegan; Dr. rope tell of their coming later. 1
Nye eventually winning.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
Open-to-all-Match
MRS. F.*B. BURNS.
A large flag that was unfurled July
Among 30 in sharp competition in and Mrs. S. W. Jenkins., Portland;
Presented by William Tell Club
the
season’
s
continuous
score
conI.
M.
Ullman
and
family,
New
Haven
4,
in honor of th e'son ’s birthday, EdDEAD RIVER REGION
won by
test on the
Hillside range, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Lyman B. Goff, Paw- ward D. Hays, can be plainly seen
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
This cup was won by Mr. Jorgen-j
i John Reilly, Jr., of New York has
tucket. floating in the 'breeze above
the
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
sen
for the best score in the rapid
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
taken high
position among the!
Mrs. James H. Geaghan of Brook- trees.
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
^
|ladies. Mrs. Harvey J. Genung of line gave pleasure to a large audiAugust Camp R^y tvill be a
(Mexican silhouette target at a dis
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
Madison, N. J., leads all the sharp- ence by lier splendid singing at the h'ßrry place, as a house party o f
tance of 15CT yards was used, rising
shooters with Dr. Ellice McDonald Mt. Kineo’ s weekly concert.
young folks from ‘ New York have
from the ground, remaining in sight
OUANANICHE LODGE.
or
New
York
a
close
second.
Registered
at
West
Outlet
camps:
bea“ Ini'ltedGrand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me. 20 seconds, and then
disappearing.
World wide known for its famous fishing,
The Tallulah, belonging to vice are;
Dr G H strode] John H
The hours passed far too quickly
vacation and hunting country.
Any rifle, ammunition, and sight
Norw ay Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Commodore C. A. Conklin of Atlan^
’ r’ tx'
r
when the whistle of the afternoon
permissible. Mr.
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good except glass, was
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
used a new, Remington ‘ a W° n tte weeItly m0t0r b0at race" Pels’» , Henry Price., W . H.‘ Grim- b0a‘ C,aIled ® 6' and 1 ,lad to say
machines. From there one can take steamer to Jorgensen
Mrs. S°od hye
Many happy days to aU
any part of the lane territory. The best hunt 30 slide action rifle and U M C Rem Commodore Arthur B. W iring's Ion -;w o o i ot New York; Mr. and
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
eta
just
nosing
nut
Charles
Martin
w
M
Hull
PhiladelphiaP
D
Permy
cheerful
friendsiat Camp Ray.
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. ington cartridges, and says that
it
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec, 1st to
Clark’s Kln-nah-beh tor second h o n o r . W o r c e s t e r ; MwanI ’ M.' Bradley
is
the
best
rifle
he
ever
used.
In
April 1st.
Social life is unusually brilliant at and f amj]y f New Haven; Prank M.
,.T„ Spirit “ f Independence.
the regular contest he tied another
RANGELEY LAKES
Kineo this summer. Afternoon dan- 4 j „ ra.
i •„
m
, ,T
Tae spirit of American independof Cing is a feature at the Moosehead ^
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. Write contestant on a score of 26 out
’ ? #Ckv*Ue> C t! Mr‘ and Mrs' ence is growing stronger every year."
for free circular.
a possible 30 making the record in Lake Yaclm Club
and the lare-p J’ M" ^ lieeler» Mr- and Mrs- J- R - “ Mebbe ’tis,” assented Uncle FlopCAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
16 seconds, and later in shooting o ff!, ,,
*■.
’
T_..
' s Buck, Marion.. S. C.; Mrs. Roy Hutcli sole. “ Mebbe ’tis. When I was va
..................
_
. .. Iball room of tlie Mt. Kineo presents inson, Melrose ;Mrs. Mable Hunt, young feller they had a man to call
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
the tie Mr. Jorgensen scored fiyej
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
gay spectacle leach evening. A- j Green.ville, Me . Mr and Mrs. Hen- the fi£i?ers at a dance. An’ you bet
per
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular. straight bull’s eyes, making a
mong the younger set dancing are ry Siegrist, Brooklyn; W. F. Good- ^ tried to mind kim. Now everyHouse always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
fect score against the other’s 27.
Upper Dam, Maine.
Miss Clarice Patterson, Miss Eliza
body gets out on the floor an’ letB
win, Miss Goodwin, Providence.
There were other evidences of ex
his feet do jes’ about as they please.”
beth Osborn, Miss Katherine Clark.:
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New cellent skill in shooting at this meet. Mrs.
Myra
D.
Patterson,
Miss
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, One in which our
Haywood friend
best trout fishing in Maine,
Schulte,
Miss Antionette Schulte.
c h a s . n . h i l l & s o n . Managers.
and 19 other wardens and guides -*T.
T„
_
_____________________ ________ . .
.
“ x.
Miss Lucille Schulte,, Miss E. S
-------------'took part, was the shooting at the
Corby of New York, Mrs. H. J. Lam-:
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
deer. Each
time to plan your 1 9 1 4 u U t i n g . Why silhouette of a running
*
, ., ,, ,ar Washington,, of Summit, N. J.;
gunners hit the •n/raoovc, r, , , ^
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? one of ...the . twenty
. . . .
. ., Messrs. Paul Feuchtwanger, Madison,
Camps reached same day from Boston. deer with all .five
shots, one man hitN. J., John C. Lee, Easton, Pa.,
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, ting the heart five times.
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Robert Nye, Springfield,,
Clarence!
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.
Freeman, Philadelphia, John tìutchGO l CHADODRNE. Prop.,
Bingham, Maine A
W E D D IN G
IN
THE
M A IN E
ins, Boston, E. H. Miner and Ralph j
WOODS
W. Halsey, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Frew and
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
Smyrna Mills, July 20—There isj their daughter, Dr. Chas. A. Powers,
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
June, September, October and Novem a vast difference between Veia Cruz Mr, and Mrs. George E. Marcus,,
ber—Write for Booklet.
and the Maine woods in scenery, cli
Herman Marcus and Miss A. Clauss- Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, HamWeston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
mate and customs^ yet none would en of New York were the guests
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
cavil at the choice of wedding sur of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Clark on
mock or something else you don’t want.
SAN GELEl TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOCSE roundings made by Edward T. Mur
their yacht recently. A sail to Lily
On Rangeley Lake.
ray, Mechanic’s mate on the battle Bay with camp dinner ashore comT h orou g h ly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House ship Nebraska, just returned
from J pieted a day’s pleasure.
July 1 to Oct.
Mexico and Miss Harriet Elizabeth
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
A merry group of young girls were
N . H . ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Bemis of Madbuny, N. H.
This dinner guests at the Mt. Kineo of
Raugeiey, Maine.
young couple consumated a child Miss Helen, daughter of Col. L. W.
hood friendship and a ripening af Stotesbury, Miss Keyo Tetsuka, Miss
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
fection and courtship by being mar Katherine Clark, Miss Helen Halsey,
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
ried in a log bouse in the midst of making the party. A pool of live same for you.
Rates one cent a word in advance.
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout. the Maine forest at noon, Saturday.
fish was among the unique table dec
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large
Address, Classified Department,
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for The place was the home of Mr. and orations.
each party. Best o f table vegetables, milk, Mrs. Burton R. Palmer,
caretakers
cream and poultry products from Oamp Farm
Mr. C. H. Pfeiffer of New York is
MAINE WOODS,
Send for Booklet. W. H. BEAN, Proprietor of the camps of the Dean
Lumber starting on a 250 mile canoe trip
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.

Where To Go In Maine

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
G

LARGE

GROUP OF

PHILADELPHIANS

W E S T END
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JORGENSEN WINS
i f HANDSOME PRIZE
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BIG RESULTS
FROM S M A LL ADS,

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

Phillips, Maine
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BASE BALL GAME
ON SATURDAY

were recently married.
more comfortable at this writing.
The plans are all made now for PURE BLOOD MAKES
Chas. Swett and party of New Port
the
Allen Camp Meeting and it prom
land are at W. P. Watson’s camp,;
HEALTHY PEOPLE
ises to be the best one in its his
Tufts pond for several days.
H ood’s
Sarsaparilla
removes
tory. Noted speakers from away
________
Mrs. Lucy Brown and Mrs. Harry
scrofula sores, boils and other erup
are
expected
to
assist
in
the
meet
Holloway and three little daughters,
tions, because it drives out of the
Portland Pastor Preaches Two In- Trances, Pearl and Isabel are at Plans All Made for Allen Camp- ings.
blot cl the humors that cause them.
Wintlirop for a two weeks’ visit with
W. A.
Bradford
and
Sherman Eruptions canuot be successfully
meeting, Opening August 14.
teresting Sermons.
Mrs. Brown’s son, Irving Brown.
Mitchell are cutting the hay on the I treated with external applications,
________
Mrs. C. A. Hayward and little
Boston farm owned by Mrs. Jennie; because these cannot purify the
blood.
Lynn of Livermore Falls.
/£*
. . .
.
daughter Marian of Lowell are visiH ood’s Sarsaparilla makes rich,
(Special Correspondence.)
x
x , , „
.
. '
(Special Correspondence.)
Ktagfleld. Aug. 3— Mrs. P. H. Bart- « " * Mrs' Ga,cl' e11 ior 8e' reral week*., Strong August 4—Mrs. Lottie Wil-; Rev. Weston P. Holman returned red blood, perfects the digestion,
and builds up the whole system. In
J T-.Farmington called
coiicwi w
w ATr«
lett and son William, ot Rumford. are Lawrf CS La” ‘1« ' »
“ ,kens of
on
Mrs.|i fncm liis home in Dixfield last Sat- sist on having H ood’s. Get it now.
urday
and
occupied
his
pulpit
Sun
visiting her stepdaughter, Mrs. C. hayins f0r WaIter QatClie1,1 f* Ma<lrUl Dan Leighton one day recently.
D Lander
The reSular meeting of the Home
day morning, preaching a splendid
Miss Carrie Walker of Portland is
Missionary Society o f the F.
B.
sermon from" the subject, “ Religious
\RMINGTON NORMAL SCHOOL.
Asa Small is at Rumford visiting clmrch was held in the church ves- visiting Mrs. C. V. Starbird for a;
Railroading.
with his grandmother, Mrs. Flora try Tuesday afternoon.
Tite oldest Normal school in Maine
few days.
Letters have been received from!
CPiebl.ate its semi-centennial MonH. O. Smith was a recent business
Martm*
Daisy Williamson was home over
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McPliail, t e l l i n g l y Augngt 24 Fifty years ago that
Rev. Asa M. Bradley of Portland Sunday from Thomas Hogan’s where caller in town.
oi their safe anival at Amherst, N.Uxact daae tjie first class of the new
preached two very interesting serm- ske has been working,
Mr. and Mrs. Hammond Richard-:
ons at Grace Universalist church Sun- Earland Winter Is
visiting his son,, Mrs. Kate Worthley and Mrs. B., where they went to visit his rel-j Vormal school assembled in Beal’s hall
atives.
|i- a.rming'ton, to being its work, Amday. In the afternoon he preached parents,, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Winter, Daisy Farrer spent last week at;
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs and)' use P. Noise;-, principal.
The new
at West New Portland. '
j e . Voter was in Dallas on busi- Dickey’s cottage, Sweet’s pond. This
little daughter Hope were in Augus-i Normal sinool building1 on the site of
Frank Collins and wife of Dixfield ness part of last week,
week the cottage is occupied by Mr.1ta recently, the guests of Dr. Richard, "•'I Farmington Academy was not
were in town calling on relatives and
Clara Chick of Monmouth is visit- and Mrs. L. L. Patridge and son:
H. Stubbs and family.
Iivady e.r occuj army, hence the use of
friends Sunday. Little Florence Col- ing her aunt,, Mrs. Jane Mitchell.
Glendon. The following week it will| ,,
,, ..
„ Beal’s hall. The first class graduated .
Williams has return-,
>
11ns, ^who has been visiting at Her- John Dolbier is doing
the haying be occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred , Mrs. Mertie
,
. „
.
.
„ ,, I • i
th irte e n m n u m b e r, a n d so f a r
ed to her home in Farmington Falls, |
bert Walker's for some time return- for C. D. Lander,
W. Look and son Burchard.
as is known all its members are now
after spending
a few days with her II lving
.
.
... .he at, the
,,
ed home with them.
I. L Eldridge gave a
free dance
^
ancj. manj of. .them
will
The Allen camp meeting begins
Luce.
> .
Clyde Carvill is working for R os-,&t
Tall Thursday night which was Friday, August 14tli and continuesi friend. Miss Florence
xx
|anniversary
gathering.
Miss Lena Luce is in New "Vineyar , The school has sent out almost two
coe Peterson of Lexington.
weT attended.
over two Sundays.
visitihg
relatives and friends for a thousand graduates.
It is hoped that
Grace Universalist Church held its
Rev- Otis Alvord is visiting in town
Fred Hardy of Fall River, Mass.
annual picnic at Perry's grove. Tues- ^or a wefnarrived in town Saturday to spend
days.
i hundreds of graduates, former pupils,
Miss Inez Gross and Mrs. Ray Lish , teachers and friends of the school will
day, July 28. It was an ideal day
Miss Lelia Hunnewell and Mrs. Eu- a few weeks with his uncle, Samuel
and thepeople, both oldand young,
gone Simmons went to D.ufleld the first Gilman and family. He made the erness of Stratton were recent guests return August 24 to renew old associaA.
„
, of the week to be present at the wedof Mrs. Charles Richards and other -ions and assist in the observance of
had a good time. Games were play„ . Ux ,
the day.
,
, x1
.
dine: of Miss Susie Stanley, a recent re trip in his automobile. He was ac relatives.
ed, races runand theswings were
.
x . A, . .
.
, companied from Lewiston by his
A feature of the occasion will be the
. sident of this town, to Willis Bailey of
Herman
and
Harold,
twin
sons
of
much enjoyed by the children.
A
x,
...
,
. r
presentation by the alumni of a bronze
. , , ,
,,
Winthrop, which occurred on August 5. 'cousin, Miss Edna Gilman,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Trefethen
of
basket picnic dinner was served at
TT
„ ..
,
n ,,
Horace Fotter ana son Dell were at i Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Walker. Mrs. Wilton, who have visited at D. E. lias-relief of the late George C. PurMay Kellogg and son Nelson re
, * _
home from Madison over Sunday.
past week, returned Iington' for twenty-six years the effiMrs. George Gage and three chilMr. and Mrs. C. O. Wilkins, daugh- turned Saturday from Bates’ cottages, Leighton s the
cient principal of the school.
They were accom
i
0
.,
.
|
home
Tuesday.
dren, John, Eleanor and Suzanne, of tep Dorrig and their gue8ts Frank Sweet s pond..
It is expected, too, that the neiv
panied home by Mr. and Mrs. Leigh
Chicago are visiting Mrs. Gage’ s aunt, Forbes and Mr9> Helen Ciark 0f WisDr. W. J. Carter of Phillips comes
dormitory ' which is the latest addition'
ton,
who
will
spend
a
few
days
at
Mrs. Augusta Parker.
consin, attended the Mayo reunion at to Hotel Strong Wednesday of each
to the material equipment of the school
Mrs. Maud Jones of Bangor is vis- Henry Mayo’s in Freeman on Wednes- week, where he has a room and does ^ r- Trefethen s
plant will be dedicated at that time.
lting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har- day
dentistry. Dr. Carter is one of the
Mrs. Fred Hayes of
ewis on
Frank
Ian P . Durrell.
The Kingfield base ball team will best dentists in the state, and it is visiting her friend Mrs
HEALY-WYMAN
Mrs. Alfred Moores and Olive Dol- piay the Stratton team at Stratton, hoped he will make this his perma Dyer for a few days.
There
will
be
a
baseball
game
here
hieT were at Lexington one day last Saturday. W. D. Page, Freeland Sav- nent residence.
John Healy and Miss Delia Wyman
next Saturday afternoon
between
week.
age of Kingfield, and Ernest Mills of
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond R. Sprague
were married Friday evening, July 4,
Guy Baker and wife and daughter Phillips will take parties in their autos have moved into their home, the New Sharon and Strong. A dance
in the Bethany Baptist church, by the
Lila* Mina Lander and daughter Sib- and it is expected the team will be ac house formerly owned by the late will be given in the evening at pastor, Rev. George Merriam, the
yl and Addie Stevens went to Strong companied by several of the towns- Anna C. Hunter,, which has been Luce’s hall. Music by Dyer’s orches double ring service being used. It was
SatuTday evening to attend the re-¡people.
made into a modern home by hav tra.
a pleasant surprise to their relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler are
ception given at the Grange hall to
Clyde Simmons has bought out A. G.
and friends. The bride is a native of
ing added a furnace, bathroom, hard
moving from Mrs. Olive Dodge s
Mr. and Mrs. Earland B. Smith, w ho'P erry’s meat market and meat route
Franklin county and is a graduate of
wood floors, and many other improve
and will start in business Monday, Aughouse into the rent vacated by Mr.
Strong High school, graduating with
He will be located at Perry’s ments.
and* Mrs. Edmond R. Sprague.
W.
T.
Greene,
Hopkinton.
N. H., fnrrnpr Htand in the Larrabee building,
highest honors. She is also a gradu
Mr.
and
-Mrs.
Walter
Judkins
of
w rites the follow ing letter, w hich w ill t ° H " er Btanam in e lxarr;auee
g
Frank Simpson and Roscoe Whit ate of Gorhp,m Normal school, graaluainterest every one who
has
kidney !
T T e annual picnic oi
B ight Waterville are spending two weeks
ing were in Salem Mtjnday on a ting in 1911. Since then her home has
trouble. “ For over a year. M rs. Greene Chapter, O. E. S., was held lhursday
had been afflicted with a very stu b . u h wilHamcmn’ s farm* There was at P, D. Stubb’s cottage., Sweet’s fishing trip.
born kidney trouble. F oley K id n ey F ills at ^ben Williamson s larm. i
been in Skowhegan where she has
pond.
Mrs. Judkins was formerly
done m ore to com plete her recovery & picnic dinner but no particular poo
Alden Gilman of Livermore is in been principal of the Western Gram
tba n any medicine she has taken and I gram, the time being: passed socially Miss Phillis Rackliffe.
town visiting relatives and friends.
feelI it m y duty to rec^m]g,epn^EBtL
mar school, she has made a successful
I^ m ” ] and with games.
Mrs. Clara Wyman and grandson,
Mr. and Mrs. White of Portland and popular teacher, winning respect
Floyd Vallier of Skowhegan are vis
recently visited Earle Kingsley and of both pupil and parent. She is the
iting relatives and friends in town.
family. Mrs. White,, (nee Miss Hun- daughter of Mrs. Clara Wyman.
1 Miss Edna Gilman was in LewisI cerl remained a few days after Mr.
The groom is the sen of Mrs. Lizzie
|ton Saturday and called on her sister,
White returned.
H?aly, the oldest woman teacher in
Mrs. Charles Prescott. She accom
Mrs. C. W. Bell arrived home Mon- Somerset county, and grandson of
panied her cousin, Fred Hardy of
day night of this week, after spend-) the late John Western. He is a grad
Fall River, Mass., home. They came
ping a few weeks at Ocean Park.
uate of Skowhegan High school, a very
! by automobile.
Mr. and -Mrs. Dana Newell are prominent member of the I. O. O. F.
Dr. C. W. Bell returned recently) mqving in4o 4ke upstairs rent in Arand is second Lieutenant of Co. E. N.
from Ocean Point, where Mrs. Bell thur Eustis’ bouse.
G. S. M. at a recent examination re
) and
chBdren, Richard and Sara,
Charles Brown of Kingfield was a ceived the highest rank awarded by
have been staying. He was accom- receilt guest of his daughter, Mrs. the National Guard in years.
panied home by*his children, but! Charles Richards.
He has been employed by the Amer
! Mrs. Bell will remain a few weeks
Mrs. Alonzo Harlow and little child ican Express Co., for several years
longer. Her many friends hope she of Boston are visiting Mrs. Fred ¡and his pleasant and genial ways has
j will improve in health.
Richardson and other relatives here, j made him \-ery popular wherever ho
Miss Helen Richardson
returned Freemont Allen has recently pur- is known. They have the best wishes
Saturday night irom a two weeks’ chased a new Overland automobile.! from a host of friends.
visit at Long Island with Mrs. Dan) Miss Eunice Goodwin is working!
----------------------Hodgdon,, nee Miss Leona Fogg. S h e!f0r Mrs. Sam Conant, who is in very
MADRID
! reports a delightful time.
p0or health.
j Chester Leighton,, Miss Marion
Theron Hunter and family have!
Presson, Miss May Harrison, Mrs.'moved back on Tory Hill,, their for-!
August 4.
Pretty good dog-days weather.
j Menzor Will and Mrs. Fred Daggett, mer home, to spend the summer
Not many have finished haying
j took an automobile trip to Rumford
but some are almost done.
last Friday.
Almost Too Much.
Mr. aDd Mrs. Fred Tingley of Read
Mr. Gatchell and wife of East Mad
“Yes,” sighed the opera manager,
field were in town last week “wo had a pretty rough season every rid have gone to the Alonzo HinkI and called on friends.
All were way. But what took the sand out of ley farm for a few days to cut the
me was the row between De Recker, grass.
glad to welcome them back,
j Charles Thompson was called to the leading tenor, and De Squalchi,
Mrs. Sarah Clark is caring for Mrs.
! Lynn, Mass., Saturday, by the seri- the prima donna. You know what an Dana Walker and little daughter of
awkward stage presence De Recker
! ous illness of his brother, John
has? Well, lie stepped on Squalchi’s Phillips.
Thompson.
train 13 ¿rimes during one performance,
J. C. Wells and wife were at the
P. M. Mason arrived home from and the next night she came on as home of Wilson Beal, who is very
Portland Saturday., where he lias Marguerite in bloomers. That came sick, Sunday.
been assisting the bookkeeper of the mighty near breaking us.”—Puck.
Earle Dunham and wife are at
Foster Toothpick Estate, for the past
William Dunham’s for a time.
He
Old-Fashioned Ideas.
five weeks.
Of course, there were, and still are is assisting in the haying.
M. A. Will, Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln in isolated localities, persons who
Worthley, went to Waterville Sunday cling to the bad roads of their <ferandDesperate Wish.
“Militant suffragettes have been de
to attend the funeral of Rev. Abel) fathers, and resist any attempt to
W. Pottle. Mr. Pottle wak at one make improvements. These are thdfee stroying pictures!’ “I wish one would
|time pastor of the Methodist Church who also regret the pausing of the •happen around our flat before I’m
spinning wheel, and the domestic mailed to climb a stepladder and take
here, also District
Superintendent. weaving loom, with which the women charge of the mural decorations.”
He has a host of friends,, who are used to make the cloth for clothing the
grieved to .learn of his death.
family.
A S U S T A IN IN G D IE T
Miss Sadie Bates is in Dixfield
It
Is
wilful
waste
of
money
to
spend
caring for Mrs. J. J. Holman,, who is
These are the enervating days, when, as some
It ujpon roads that are not given body has said, men drop by the sunstroke as if
the
Di'.y of Fire had dawned. They are fraught
proper drainage.
with danger to people whose systems are poorly
“ S t a y - a t - H o m e ” S u ffe re rs o f H a y F e v e r

J

YOUR

LABELS

AND COUPONS
TO

au d A a t h m a -G e f a B o ttle o f F o le y ’«
H o n e y a n d T ar C o m p o u n d !

Phillips,

Maine

R e s tfu l sleep,
relief and
co m fo r t
from ch o k in g ,
g a sp in g a sth m a and
to rm e n tin g h a y iever fo r th ose w h o
take F o le y ’s H o n e y and Tar. It spreads
a h e a lin g s o o th in g coa tin g as it g lid es
dow n a ra w tic k lin g th roat, and stop s
irrita tin g co u g h s and sum m er colds.
R. H . P r e b l e .

r

D on ’ t en dure the n eedless pain and
to rm e n t o f rheum atism , a g g ra v a te d as
it is b y the h ot w eather. W . T. H u tch 
ens, N ich olson, Ga., s a y s :- “ I suffered
the aches and pain.s o f rheum atism ,
sw o lle n feet, irre g u la r p a in fu l bladder
action, but F o le y K id n e y P ills fixed me
up q u ic k ly .’’ F o le y ’ s are the best.
R. H. Preble .

sustained, and this leads us to say, in the inter
est of the less robust of our readers, that the fu ll
effect o f Hood’s Sarsaparilla is such as to suggest
the propriety of calling this medicine something
besides a blood purifier and tonic,—say, a sus
taining diet. It makes it much easier to bear
the heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will with
out any doubt avert much sickness at this time
of year.
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WEST FARMINGTON

W
EAR«THETIRES

FRANK F. GRAVES,

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Hamlin and
R e g ^ -te re d Optometrist
son Francis,, Charles Edes and Nel
NEW SHARON,
- MAINE.
lie Norton spent Sunday at S. R.
Norton’s, Mrs. Hamlin's, father.
Ernest Vining and Carroll Wing
went to Vienna on their bicycles last
Saturday.
Bert Hardy, Geo. Hunt and wife,
and Earland Niles went to Vienna
Sunday.
Mots |of our farmers will finish
Phillips, Maine.
un haying this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Barrett went
Monuments, Headstones,
to Peaks Island to visit Mrs. Bar
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
rett’s aunt.
Dinks— Hot weather doesn’t appear
, *
and
Miss Thelma Parker has been vis to affect the doctor as in former
Cemetery Work o f all Kinds
iting friends in -Kingfield.
years.
Winks—No, his uncle died and left
Mrs. W m . Morse and two little
daughters of Auburn who have been him stock in the ice trust.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. K. WhittePHILLIPS,
ME.
more have returned home.
TAKING NO CHANCES
All orders by mail or m person
Ruel Goodwin has recently been to
promptly attended to.
Lewiston and purchased a fine pair
of horses. His health is improving
we are glad to say.
Harry F. Beedy
Maud E. Beedy
HARRY F. BEEDY dc CL.,
Miss Martha Sewall from New
Fire Disusante Agency.
York is the guest of Mrs. Julia King.
Agency for;
The Aetna of H artford,
Mrs. Alfred Dyke, nee May Smith,
The Home,
The Niagara,
and daughter Bernice of Livermore
New York Underwriter's Agency
Falls have been visiting Mrs. O. P.
of New York.
Office at Residence.
Dudley.
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS, ME.
George Rollins of Chesterville has
beeni doing Mr. Burbank’s haying for
him.

No. Franklin

POINT TO BE REMEMBERED

It is little realized what a sinnei
the differential gear really is. It is
Iindirectly responsible for considerable
wear of tires, and has probably been
the cause of many accidents, the first
ion account of allowing one wheel tc
revolve freely when this is not re
quired, and the second because it en
courages skidding.
Thebe fault*» of the differential gear
are not as well understood as they
should be, and it is well to point out
that all the differential gear should dc
is to allow one wheel to travel slower
than another when turning. At other
times the wheels should always re
solv e at the same speed, even when
one wheel gets a good grip of the
road and the other is either on a
greasy surface or has bounced clear
of the road. Unfortunately, in consefqvrence of the differential gear, direct
ly the grip between the two back
wheels on the road varies, the rate of
('revolution cf the wheels changes and
one wheel will slip, causing wear of
the tire and loss of power, and if the

A SUGGESTION
If you break or lose your glasses
kindly notify me and I will furnish you
EXACT duplicates on short notice.

August 2.

!Just What the Differential Gear
May Mean to the Owner
of a Machine.

Ingenious Arrangem ent Shown Here
by Which Difficulties May Be
Done Away W ith and Prac
tical Application of the
Device Made.

A CHEERING EFFECT

Marble Works

STUDY OF ROAD CONDITIONS
Departm ent of A griculture Endeavor
ing to Discover Points of Excel
lence in Road Maintenance.

Detailed studies of local road build
ing systems in 100 counties are now
being carried on by the agricultural
department in co-operation with the
state highwaj” departments and local
road authorities.
The purpose of this study is to dis
cover the points of excellence and de
fects in existing local methods of
building and maintaining roads which
will aid the state authorities to put
local road management on a systema
tized basis. The co-operating state
authorities have been asked to desig
nate counties that present typical and

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Headquarters for every
thing in the hardware line.
Lumbermen’s Supplies,
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,

EUSTIS

August 3.
There was a heavy thunder show
Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
er here Sunday afternoon, August 2
Plumbing Goods,
Sporting Goods,
Mrs.
Jones—Did
you
get
your
and George Tanguay’s barn was
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc
health policy today?
struck by lightning and burned. There
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
Jones— No, the company refused to
were 25 hens and 15 large chickens Issue it until after your mother has Repairing, etc.
and one hog that were burned. t Mr. gone home.
We buy for the lowest
Tanguay wasn’t all through laying
and his hayrack was burned.
He
Spot
Cash prices, and give
JUST LIKE A MAN
estimates his loss at $500; no insur
our customers the benefit of
ance.
same.
W. L. Arnold has returned home.
Macadamized Road In W est V irg in ia.
J. P. Sylvester is gaining slowly.
Miss Olive Taylor, Mr. Malilon
exceptional features as to topography,
character of road materials, methods Sampson and Henry Welch have all
of construction and maintenance, ad gone up to Round Mountain Lake to
ministrative organization, methods of work. They have about 30 guests
road financing, and traffic conditions. now and the last of this week they
From these lists 100 counties will be
Improved Clutch.
selected, and in these counties the expect to have 45.
Mrs. E. A. Gordon, Mr. and Mrs.
spinning wheel be on a slippery road division of road economics will make
Charles
Gordon, Mrs. Ella Blanch
surface the car is encouraged to side intensive studies.^
slip, either when power is applied to
This investigation is prompted by ard and two nephews and her niece,
the wheels from the engine or when the fact that there is at present very all went to Rangeley in Mrs. Blanch
the brakes are brought into operation. little knowledge as to the most ef ard’s automobile Sunday, August 2.
In the Autocar an ingenious ar- fective and economical methods by Mrs. Gordon went to see her cousin,
rangement is shown for limiting the which a county can develop its roads.
Mr. Adams and took dinner there
ALSO
'freedom of the differential gear, and At present the methods of financing
iis illustrated here. The differential local road improvements vary from and called on Ansel Soule, an old
Furniture
of All Kinds
(gear is just the same as usual, but calling on farmers for a certain num friend. She reported a very pleas
the right-hand axle-shaft is provided ber of days’ labor in lieu of a road tax, ant time.
Mrs. B.—My husband Isn’t a suc
iwith a splined extension A and the or the use of county prisoners in road
Mrs. Annie Smart had another se
¡left-hand axleshaft carries an inter- construction, to bond issues or main vere attack of nose bleed last Sun- cess when It comes to shopping.
mally splined shell or sleeve B. Be- tenance of roads from dramshop
Mrs. W.— Isn’t he?
iday. Dr. Brown was called and she
¡tween A and B lie plates C, backed license funds.
Mrs. B.— No. He can’t get 98 cents'
Phillips,
Maine
is
much
better
at
this
writing.
|up by a spring D, forming a plate
worth of anything for less than a dol\
The department will Btudy all of
and
Mrs. Warren Dyer has returned lar.
iclutch. This clutch tends to cause the these systems with tlue view to deter
STRONG - MAINE.
two axleshafts to rotate solid with one mining what system or combination of home from Flagstaff where she has
another, and it is only during turning systems works best in actual prac been to visit her parents, Mr. and
THE TRUTH
of the car that this clutch is com tise.
Mrs. Charles Ricker.
pelled to slip and allow the differen
There is, moreover, at present no
F. F. Graves, optometrist, of New
tial gear to operate in the usual way. standard system of keeping accounts
The construction is practically that for road building and maintenance, Sharon was in town one day last
Wholesale and Retail
iof a stiff differential gear. The ar and as a result, while some counties ■week.
Leave your orders early for next
rangement has recently been patented know to a penny the purpose for
winter’ s supply. For prices apply to
George Douglass and Wayne Flet
by a Mr. W. Romeiser, and is interest which money was spent, others have cher have gone on the preserve to
B E A L & M cLEA R Y,
ing as showing that at last attention no definite check or reporting system. guide.
Office at Phillips Station.
is being centered upon the defects ol Among various counties with the same
Mrs.
Charles
Ricker
of
Dixfield
the differential.
conditions cost for excavation or other and Mrs. Eva Wing of Flagstaff were
5000 Cords
labor Is anything but uniform, and
Peeled Spruce, Fir aad Poplar Pulpin town August 3. They came in
many counties, because of the ab
wood wanted, delivered at any station
Motorist to Patrol Streets.
sence of definite knowledge, fail to Mrs. Ricker’s auto, which she drives.
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
Under a plan evolved by the Mil use local and cheap materials, and
between Farmington and Rangeley and
waukee public safety commission, a construct roads which are unnecessar
between Strong and Salem.
WAYS
OF
A
BAD
ROAD
THIEF
¡voluntary organization of citizens to ily expensive for their purpose, or
A. W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, M e .
aid in the prevention of all kinds of which will wear out before the bond
Forces
F
arm
er
to
Haul
Small
Loads,
accidents, street traffic and particularly issues are redeemed. The investiga
Drive Slow ly and Occasions
motor car traffic will be much im- ti«n will include a careful study of
Many Expensive Delays.
¡proved in Milwaukee this year. One the use of convict labor in road con
hundred motorists who have been struction.
Office over National Bank.
The bad road thief forces you to
¡proved law-abiding and careful drivers
In connection with the scientific
.will be selected to do patrol duty. study the department’s highway en haul small loads, drive slowly, wrench
Phillips,
Maine
¡Each member of the special commit gineers will advise freely with local and twist the life out of your horse,
Both
’
Phones
tee will carry an insignia on his car officials as to improvements, and thus harness and vehicle, often breaking
vin the form of a disk containing the give each county visited the advantage and damaging the latter until great
To loaf resembles cycling
¡letters “T. P.,” which stand for “ Traf of direct co-operation, engineering su and expensive delays are occasioned.
Where the h ill’s a ragged drop;
It also steals your opportunity to dis
fic Protection.” They will be expected pervision, and assistance.
It’s easy tc get started,
pose
of
your
farm
when
you
wish
to
to report violations of the law to the
These investigations, it is believed,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
But It’s very hard to stop.
police department which will take will yield important economic data sell, for no man will pay as much for
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
¡such action as the circumstances war- bearing especially on the benefits and a farm bordered by a poor road sys
IT P a y a to A d v e rtise In
irant. The insignia will be placed on burdens of road improvement and tem as he will for one with a wellM . i n . PHILLIPS,
- - - - M A IN E
the radiator cap and another on the showing the extent to which financial kept highway, and some will not buy
¡rear license plate of the carB driven by outlay under given typical conditions a farm at all when the road system is
poor. The loss of time and money
¡members of the patrol squad.
J. B L A IN E M O R R IS O N
is justifiable.
The heads of state highway depart where the above named conditions ex
ments are manifesting great interest ist makes it imperative that you open PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR
Best Place fo r Gasoline Tank.
and are co-operating cordially in this all the drain ditches along the road,
Explaining the placing of gasoline work. These data when obtained will and drag this silent, notorious thief
Pulpwood delivered at Beal Block. Phillipa Fire anil Life Insurance
tanks in the rear of cars, J. W. Moon be published and thus made accessible to death with the King road drag.
gives as the principal reason the sav to all county and state road officials.
any point on line of Sandy
ing in wear on the rear tires. A series
B u ck le n ’s A r n ic a Salve fo r P iles
of experiments conducted in conjunc
C oiiH tIpntlon ( ’ « u s e s StekiiesN
Not Contagious.
River and Rangeley Lakes
tion with one of the tire manufac
D on ’ t p erm it yo u rse lf to become con Good road building In the country
turers, he saye, has showed that the does not seem to be contagious, more’s stipated, as your system im m ed iately Railroad.
begins to absorb poison fr o m the b a c k 
slippage of the rear wheels was de the pity.
ed. up w aste m a tte r. Use Dr. K in g ’s
N ew L ife P ills and keep w ell. There
creased 65 per cent, by placing the
HALEY & FIELD
is no better sa fe g u a rd a g a in st illness.
gasoline tank in the rear.
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. (Evenings by
SU BS.CR1.BIE FOR M AI NfE W O O D S .
Just ta k e one dose to -n ig h t.
25c. at
your D ru g g ist.
Phillips,
Maine appointment.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

D . R. R O S S

Wanted

Attorney - at - Law

D r. W . J. C a r te r ,
DENTIST

M A IN E

WOODS,
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STRATTON.

C. Ludwig Baumann & Company
1449-1451-1453-1455 Broadway,

B r o o k ly n . N . Y .
If you want any reference ask
We have just now extended
our Mail Order Department the publishers of Maine Woods.
to cover the New England
States and as an Introductory
OUer show this fine Big Com
fortable Rocker, made with
Solid Oak Frame, covered in
Genuine “ Utica Leather.”
Our August Sale is now start
ing. This R ock er, which we have
sold to M aine W o o d s ’ readers for
$11.50 has been reduced to $7.50,
a clear saving of $4.00. Terms are
$2.50 case with order and balance
can be paid at the rate of $2.00
per month.
If there is anything else in our line
of Furniture, Carpets, Couches, Ice
Boxes or Baby Carriages which you
need, write us for prices, terms, etc.
and we will gladly send vou pict-

ures-

Nh&A
^ ¡3

'

V alno ^11 Sft
▼
$

August Sale Price $7.50

< & *> ark ( S v o l t a r t i G
mO S T O M

M A SS

w
It r ““WHAT YOU
been feeding ?"

'You are
proud to show
the b if
C h ick e n s
raised on
CROWING
FEED
H aley (^ .R u sse ll

m

®

Ybur, neighbor
is ashamed 4
of* his
half grown 1
runts fed on
“ Somethin
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The town of Temple desires water
August 3.
Augut 3.
for fire protection and for domes
There was a ball game at the
Lawrence Cross of Kingfield
is tic purposes, and the water depart
Stratton ball ground Saturday, Aug. the* guest of his grandmother, Mrs.
ment of the Farmington Village Cor
1st, between the Strattons and North Cora Wheeler.
poration, whose new pipe line now
New Portland team.
The score
Miss Nellie Hamden of Dryden is is in process of construction, runs
was 13 and 15 in favor of the Strat the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Solon
within 4300 feet of that village. The
tons.
Meeham.
water department lias offered to
Peter Fotter and daughter, Miss| Miss Clara Virgin is assisting Mrs.
make a contract with the town of
Margaret, returned home from a two| George Barnjum. with her housework
Temple for a term of years, to sup
weeks’ visit with his children in' for a short time.
ply seven hydrants at a rental of
Waterville. They were
accompan
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Buker, and $210 per year and there seems no
ied home by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rose.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kehew of Weld
question that the offer will be ac
The trip was made in Mr. Rose’s were guests one day recently of Mr.
cepted and a contract closed at once.
automobile.
and Mrs. N. D. Wing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinds and lit-j Mrs. Alonzo Corson visited her
tie son Glendon of Farmington are mother, Mrs. Charlie Stevens last
DALLAS
visiting his father, L. T. Hinds and Sunday.
other relatives for a •week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin
August 4.
Mrs. Rav Lislierness
and Miss were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Raspberries are ripening and many
Inez Grose took a carriage drive to Fred McLaughlin at their camp in
have already brought their pails
Strong last week.
Madrid.
C. W. Bell, M. D. of Strong was
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gatchell and home full.
in town last week on his way to Eus- Miss Mabelle Gatchell were in KingEdna True of Phillips visited her
parents over Sunday.
tis.
h H field on Saturday.
,1
Miss Marguerite Fotter is working
Mr. and Mrs. Guy L. Cronkhite and
John Steward, Jr., of Phillips was
for Mrs. E. S. Hinds.
sen of Portland were visitors at Mr. in town Saturday night,
Miss Hilda Bradbury and a party and Mrs. Dow’s at Barnjum a few| Mrs. M. M. Flagg is entertaining
of friends from Kingfield were call days last week.
, two cousins from Kingfield.
ers at Joseph Fotter’s Sunday.
Mrs. Harwcod of Newark, N. J.
S. A. Gatchell has finished haying.
F. F. Grover of New Sharon was has joined her husband at Barnjum.
His crew returned to their work on
in town last week on professional
A telephone service has been in pulp Tuesday.
business.
stalled in the woods at Barnjum.
glad to hear that little
Fred Gordon and
Arthur Gold
Mrs. Frank Barnjum and daugh- _ . We
. are
,
n
.
n
*
,,
.
,
Richard
Steward,
who has been verv
smith went to Temple Friday, return ters of Kingfield were recent guests,
_________ u
veiT
ill is gaining now,
ing Sunday.
of Mrs. George Barnjum.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Parker are re
Guy Haines has purchased the farm
Edgar Berry, who has been board
ceiving congratulations on the birth ing at F. H. Thorpe’s for several owned by G. R. Campbell and will
of a son. Mother and child are do weeks, has returned to his home in ■
D10ve his family to their new homo
soon.
ing nicely. The nurse is Mrs. Ray Lewiston.
Lislierness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, Mr,
Ed. Voter of Kingfield Was at T.
Durrell and Wing lost their ice and Mrs. Hodgsdon and lady friend E. Willett s last week scaling pulp.
house one day last week by fire.
of Lewiston; Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
A very heavy thunder shower pass Richards of Portland are spending
ed over this place Sunday about 4. two weeks at F, H. Thorpe’s.
CONVINCING TESTIMONY
30 p, m. It struck the barn of Geo.
Given By Many Phillips People
Tanguay on Eustis Ridge and burn
T o Cure a Coid.
Experiences told by Phillips people—
ed it to the ground with about half
Those who have had weak kidneys—
Coughs and Colds—An ordinary cold
of his crop of hay. Much sympathy
Who used Doan’s Kidney Pills—
can often be checked in the first
is felt for him as he had no insur
Who found the remedy effective—
stages by inducing a good perspira
statements prove merit.
ance.
tion. A glass of very hot milk drunk Such
T ou might doubt an utter stranger.
after you are in bed, or the juice of a
You must believe Phillips people.
The Lure of the Cash.
lemon added to a tumbler of boiling
Here’ s Phillips proof. Verify it.
"Why have you abanO^ed the water, will often accomplish this. A
Read. Investigate. Be convinced.
stage?” “I haven’t left ii, but I’m hot bath to which a little ammonia
You’ll find why Phillips folks believe
so busy signing soap testimonials, hair- has been added is another method.
in Doan’s.
restorer ads and Indorsements for
“ I appreciate what Doan’ s Kidney
piano players and safety razor- *hat
Pills have done for me,” says Elbridge
I really haven’t time to rehearse prop B u c k le n ’g A r n ic a S a lv e f o r S k in E r u p  Dill, farmer, of Phillips. Doan’s Kid
ney Pills, procured from Cragin’s Drug
tio n »
erly."—Philadelphia Ledger.
I n fe c tio n a n d In s e c t B ite » D a n g e r o u s Store,
(now Preble’ s Drug Store),
M osquitoes, flies and oth er insects, have kept my kidneys in good working
W . M. H a lfa cre , D exter, Mo., b ou g h t w h ich breed quickly in g a rb a g e pa
F o le y K id n e y P ills fo r M rs. H alfacre, pon ds o f sta g n a n t w ater, barns, m u sty order and have relieved pie of the dull
ache across the small of fny back and
w ho w as d ow n on her b a ck w ith k id  places, etc.,
are ca irn s
neys so sore he had to help her m ove. E v e ry tim e they b ite you, th ey in je ct trouble with the kidney secretions. I
He says, “ She w ou ld c r y w ith pain a- p oison into y o u r sy stem fro m w h ich am glad to confirm my former endorse
cross her k id n eys, but a ft e r she to o k som e dread disea se m ay result. G et a
the secon d b o ttle of F o le y K id n e y Pills, 'bottle o f Sloan ’s Linim ent. I t is a n  ment of Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
she w as as w e ll and s tr o n g as ev e r.”
tisep tic and a fe w drops w ill n eu tralize
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t Sim
the in fe ctio n caused by in sect bites or ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
R. H. P r e b l e .
ru sty nails.
Sloan ’s L in im en t d isin 
fe cts Cuts, B ru ises and Sores.
Y ou Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that
ca n n ot a ffo rd to be w ith o u t it in y ou r Mr. Dill had.
Foster-Millburn Co.,
home.
M
on
ey
b
a
ck
if
n
ot
satisfied.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
THE ELECTIONEER WILKES

j

O nly 25c. a t y o u r D ru g g ist.

STALLION

BRAYER 53645.

THE RING®

AÜTHE.YARE frE-ErtONA PISTON
Nothing is more essential to the
(Hie anu good running qualities of a
!motor car than good lubricating de|Tices, and furthermore when a car
Is well lubricated there is much more
;comfort to the occupants and much
less liability to trouble of one sort
ior another on the road.
Much has been said and written
about the necessity of keeping some
form of lubricant between the leaves
o f the springs in order to make the
oar ride nicely because of the furIther ability of the spring» to have such
movement as was designed for them.
The spring bolts are frequently over
looked In the matter of proper lu
brication; at best a little oil is squirt
ed on, only to run to the floor or be
tsmeared on the outside, to pick up
and retain all the dust that comes
along.
There is really no need for using
fordinary oil on spring bolts, because
tt will seldom find Its way to the prop
er spot and is pretty apt to drip away
i without doing ntuch good. Heavy
|grease works better, lasts longer,
and when forced in through a spring
' bolt tends to drive out the dirt rathS U B 8 C R IB E
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er than permit it to find its way to
the wearing parts.
Not all cars have spring bolts that
are made with a hole to carry the
grease from a grease cup screwed
into the end of the bolt, and where a
plain bolt is used there is nothing to
do but adhere to the old method of
squirting oil in the spaces that show,
and trust to luck that it will find its
way to the wearing parts. The mod
ern spring bolt has a hole drilled
through the center and in the middle
is another hole drilled to intersect the
lengthwise hole. Then in the nut end
of the bolt is a combination grease
cup which when filled with grease and
screwed down will force the lubricant
into the passageways and directly be
tween the bolt and the spring holes.
This grease will work Its way around
so that every part Is lubricated. There
is necessity of using only a little
grease now and then, for the heavy
article will not run away as will oil.
The other end of the bolt is thread
ed for the nut, and a hole is drilled
for a cotter pin. As a rule, these
bolts are accurately ground for a par
ticular size and are hardened.
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U SE A L L E N ' S FOOT EASE,
The antiseptic pow der to be shaken into the shoes,
I f you want rest and comfort for tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet, use Allen’s Foot-Ease. It
relieves come and bunions o f all pain and pre
vents blisters, sore and callous spots. Just the
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes,
and for Breaking in N ew Shoes. It is the great
est comfort discovery o f the age. T ry it to-day.
Sold everywhere, 26c. Don't accept any suostttute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olm
sted, Le Roy, N. Y.

Original Scotch Capital.
For many generations Perth, and
not Edinburgh, was the capital of
: Scotland
C IT R O L A X !
C I T H O L A X !
C I T R O L A X !

I t ’s a laxative, o f cou rse— and the
n ic e s t h ot w eather drink you ev er ta st
ed.
F lu shes thoroughly, and p lea sa n t
ly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N. Y „
s a y s : “ H av e used laxatives fo r 15 years
b u t th is C itrola x has g o t e v ery th in g
else b e a t a m ile.” T ry it.
R. H. Preble.

A four jea rs old. richly bred, handsome, styl
ish, highly finished, rapid gaited. fast, natural
trotter and high class roadster; kind and fearless
but spirited.
SIRE—BINGARA, 34707, the best living son
of the renowned Bingen, 2.06 1-4; by May King
2.20, a son o f Electioneer 125.
DAM—KADIAC, a 15 2 1-2 hands, 1220 pounds
daughter of Kremlin 2.07 3-4. The latter was the
world's champion five-years old trotter, and also
the champion trotting stallion of his day. Krem
lin 2.07 3-4 was by Lord Russell 4677, whose sire
was Harold 413, and whose dam was the famous
brood mare Miss Russell the most successful perpetuator of 2.10 or better trotting speed that
ever lived.
Second Dam—Symposium, a 16 hands, 1150
pounds mare by Lancelot 2.23, a three fourths
brother o f the famous trotting sire Electioneer
125.
Third Dam—Sable Hayward, (dam o f Rupee
2.111-4, Siva 2.13 3-4, etc.) by Poscora Hayward
2.23 1-2, a son o f Billy Hayward 2.31 3-4 by George
M, Patchen Jr. 2.27, a son of the famous George
M. Patchen 2.23 1-2 the champion trotting stallion
of his day.
The Dam of Bingara 53645. (sire o f Brayer
53645) was by Arlon 2.07 3-4. the fastest trotter
got by Electioneer 125, and Bingara’s second dam
was Ollie K. 2.12 3-4 by King Wilkes 2.22 1-4 a
son of George Wilkes 2.22.
Bingara 34707 is the best living son of the re
nowned Bingen 2.06 1-4 as a sire o f standard re
cord performers. A t the close o f last season,
when but 13 years old he was credited with 60
standard performers, all trotters, five o f them
better than 2.10.
Brayer 53645, is inbred to the best two sons of
Hambietonian 10, v iz : George Wilkes 2.22 and
Electioneer 125. His colts are remarkably strong,
active, good gaited and promising. He will stand
for service this season on the west side o f Sandy
River about one mile below Phillips village at the
stable of the undersigned.
Terms *20. to Warrant
W. T. HINDS & SON.
Phillips, Me., June 1914.
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Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C. E. DYER’S,
M A IN E .

STRONG,
M M lM ftM M M IllÉ M

PIANO TRUTHS
This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.
Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his
“ SELLING EXPENSE” and they charge you their
profit on top of that. I CHALLENGE ANYBODY
TO DENY THAT FACT PUBLICLY.

WATKINS MAN

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

CH AS. W . NORTON.
C hu rch

Street

-

-

F a rm in gto n ,

M ain e

M A IN E

W O O DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Mr. and Mrs. Abel Holt, Mrs. OliChester Greenwood of Farmington
ver Welch and little daughter Ethel, has completed a spool turning machine
of Dixfield were Sunday guests of that wi]|turn out 12q spools a minute»
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Holt, coming by an(j already has a prospective customer
automobile.
for it.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur N. Soule and
Miss Georgine Wilbur was out from
daughter Olive made a trip by auto- their camp at Rangeiey f or a day this
mobile to Ocean Point, where they wefck>
enjoyed the day as the guests of
The Wegt p hillipa reUnion will be
Mrs. R. W. Soule.
held next week, Wednesday, August
The little son born to Mr. and Mrs., ^
^ _t .g hoped there ^ be agood
Floyd Parker of Stratton, July ¿9, attendance this year. The railroad will
has been named Conrad Beedy Par' ; run special trains and give special
her.
rates, so there will be ample and conW e are pleased, to see Postmaster venient transportation for all.
The
Haley able to be about on the street comrnjttee wishes to state that baked
again after his illness of two or beans and coffee will be furnished by
three weeks, caused from heat ox- the association and the visitors ax*e
haustion.
asked to bring whatever other food
The West Phillips Reunion occurs they wish; also knives and forks. The
this year on Wednesday, August 12th Phillips Band will be in attendance and
and the Sandy River & Rangeley an interesting program will be presenLakes Railroad mixed train will ted.
leave Phillips Station at 9.00 a. m.,
During Sunday’s showers the residand returning leave West Phillips at ence of D arry Berry at West Farming4.00 p. m. The round trip fare is ton was struck by lightning. The bolt
50£.
•
ran down a chimney and tore off some
Veo Small, a teacher of English at plastering, but did not set fire to the
Wilbraham Academy, Mass., is the premises.
guest cf his ain't, Mrs. James MeMr. and I^rs. W. V. Larrabee have
Gregor at Rumford.
returned from Kingfield where they
McGregor Brothers, R. & J. Me- have been on their farm during the
Gregor*, are shipping their steam haying season, and will return a little
shovel, spreader, and other construe- later for a time.
tion outfit, which has been stored at
Maurice, the little son o f Mr. and
Kamankeag since the 'building of Mrs. Daniel French, has been ill rethe Kennebago extension, complet- cent]y.
ed in 1912, to Jackman, Maine,, on
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery and
the Canadian Pacific;, where they littlc son Hugh, of Cambridge, Mass.,
have a contract for the construction are
nr.a guests
„„a ctQQt
at- the Bonney cottage for
of twelve to fifteen miles of logging £W0 weeks- They came Sunday in
railroad for one of the big lumber ^heir Car, having passed Saturday night
concerns of Northern Maine.
at Poland Spring.
Alfred Sparks of Rumford spent
Charles Richardson was out from
the week-epd recently with
Mrs. Sandy River Ponds this week.
Sparks who has been stopping at
A limousine with five passengers and
Worthley Pond.
chauffeur got stalled on the Weld road
Elmer E. Jennings of Farmington,
at the Fairbanks hill last Saturday and
Deputy Collector of Internal Reven
were obliged to telephone to a Farm
ue, who has been transferred to Lew ington garage for help. They were
iston and will occupy the new Fed towed to the Maples and planned to go
eral offices in the city building joint on to Dixfield that night. They had
ly with C. Harry McCarron, has tak been to Belgrade Lakes and Rangeley
en up his duties.
and were on their way to the White
Although it is a very busy time Mountains.
of year the attendance at the last
Miss Luette Timberlake who has been
regular meeting of North Franklin
stopping at her brother’ s cottage MarsGrange was very good. The first quamosy, on Rangeley lake, returned
and second degrees were worked on to Phillips, Tuesday, accompanied by
Frank H. Thorpe. There are now her niece, Mrs. Bay Estes and three
several ready for the * third and children of Melrose Highlands, Mass.,
fourth,
and
first and second. who have also been stopping there, Mr.
The contest was talked up and Estes making occasional trips. They
lots of interest shown. There were will return to Rangeley in a few days.
remarks by a visiting Sister, a Mr. Estes has recently purchased a re
short program was carried out and sidence at Melrose Highlands.
$1.00
House Dresses 75c
readings by Mdms. Lucinda Butter
Joe Dill has been quite ill and con
field,. Mary Thorpe,, Eva Booker, fined to the bed, suffering from abs $1.50 and $1.75 House Dresses 98c to $1.18
Addie Parker, Ethel Savage, Evelyn cesses. He is attended by Dr. E. C. $2.00
House Dresses $1.39
Howland, Mary Dunham and Lena Higgins.
SHIRT WAISTS; NEW STYLES; $1.00 EACH
Hanscom. Date of next meeting,
Misses Hazel Donham of Hebron and
August 15.
BUTTEKICK PATTERNS IN STOCK
Miss Helene Pope of Clinton, Mass.,
|who have been in camp with friends at
Haines Landing, came to Phillips, Mon
day and are guests at the Elmwood.
W E S O L IC IT T H E P A T R O N 
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Currier took an
Fayners’ telephone
auto ride to Chester\ille last Sunday
A G E OF T H A T C LA S S OF D E 
No.
2
Beal
Block,
Phillips, Me.
via Weld and report a most delightful
P O S IT O R S
W HO
C O N S ID E R
trip going, but the heavy thunder show
ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
F IR S T .
ers interfered * somewhat with the
8 U B S C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
' pleasure of the return trip. They came
O UR C A P IT A L , S U R P L U S A N D
T h e Clum sy M an.
I over the new road being built beW O O D 8 A N D READ A L L T H E
P R O F IT S G U A R A N T E E T H A T
“ How are you getting on with your
! tween Strong and Fairbanks and report
garden?” “ Not so well,” replied Mr.
LO C A L NEW S.
SAFETY,
AND
O UR
IN  1it very passable, although one is ob
Crosslots. “ My feet are too large to
liged
to
drive
with
caution.
The
work
T E R E S T R A T E IS T H E H IG H 
permit me to be a good gardener.
men are obliged to leave the road in
Whenever I get out with a sprinkling
E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H
such condition that it is passable for
Fresh Line of
can they keep half the water off tho
teams or automobiles between 5 o ’clock
SUCH S A F E T Y .
seeds.”
p. m. and 7 a. m. each day. The road
on the east side of the river from
Farmington to Strong is a hard road to
travel as it is very sandy and has hard
at
Watch Cases, Watch Move
hills.
ments, Watch Chains,
R. H. Preble made a business t. ip to
Portland la^t Saturday.
Watch Fobs
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
H. H. Field was in Boston last week
CASH STORE
Men’s
Rings,
Ladies’ Rings,
on business.

The Sedgeley Store

Fall
HATS gCAPS

SALE

la d ies’ Suits at

The

New

Styles are in.

a

Big

Discount

Politics

Head W ear
and

for boys
for men.

Pat-

New

New

terns;
Shapes.
Let

us

fit

your head.

It is early in the gam e to fore
cast the size o f the vote that
will be thrown in our state this
fall. Nevertheless, we predict
that the total vote o f the Rep
ublicans, Progressive-Repub
licans and Democrats will be
141.000, divided about as fo l
lows: Haines 54,000, Gardner
22.000, Curtis 65,000.

SALE OF

HOUSE

AT THE

CLOTHING
STORE

DRESSES

C. M. HOYT

D. F. HOYT,

Sunshine Goods

No. 5 Beal Block,

Phillips National

Phillips, Maine

Bank

FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY

TOOTHAKER’S

Baby Rings, Wedding
Rings, Diamond
Rings.

? To The Grange !

Metz

OP

Agency for the Universal
Steam Laundrv.
x a/

U TICA

CLUB

July 4, 1914

|

Open Saturday
Evenings.

Fore Door Model $495

e . W. S K IL L IN G S ,

Route4,

i

Farmington, Maine.
Franklin County Agent.

A. G. CRONKHITE,

the

BRAND j

PHILLIPS,

-

-

.

MAINE

Canned Goods
and

|

| Four METZ CARS finished ahead of field and set f. ♦
I new speed record in this contest.
|
Standard Model $475

. Buy

| j DAISY

%

AUTO N O B IL E
"

i

Hill Climb

Won

|

G e t V o te s
A Full Line

;

At

!

FRUIT JARS

BEAN’S !
♦

I

Delivery

Phone 39-12

Double Safety

j

>at

B . S .# B E E D Y ’ S

